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1.  The Spotlight! 

 
COLUMBUS March 6th, 1885, 4:53 PM: Thomas Alva Edison was as excited as a 

spoiled child on Christmas eve.  
 

Since June of 1882, he and over a dozen of his Manhattan-based engineers had 

been rolling in and out of Columbus, on government-provided trains, to install 

one of his steam-powered Direct Current Electrical Systems, into this town’s 

new opera house.   

 

Since this would be the first electrically illuminated music hall, few people 

realized that three years was an incredibly long time to just wire the place. 

 

Actually, the only things new about this music hall were Edison’s electrical 

system, some fresh paint, stage curtains, street canopies, and its name, “The 

Metropolitan Opera House.”  
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It initially opened twenty-four years earlier, in 1861, using a name too far-

fetched for any stack of falsified fiction:                   

The Cotton Block and Comstock's Opera House 

 
Columbus’s Metropolitan Opera House was the home of The Buckeye Beauties, led by Sarah Kilbourne. It sat at 127 

N. High Steet, and it opened in 1862. It was destroyed by fire thirty years later. 

 

With only three hours left before tonight’s grand reopening, featuring the high 

stepping musical, The Maids of Armando, Edison was reasonably confident that 

his engineers had finally sorted everything out.   

 

Four months earlier, at a press conference at his Manhatten headquarters, 

Edison told the media, “This Ohio event will be far more than finally illuminating 

a Music Hall. I will be introducing two innovations that will also forever 

enlighten our world!”  

 

In the second half of the nineteenth century, the masses worshipped great 

inventors like they do the greatest athletes today.  From 1877 to 1892, Edison 

was the most popular man in the Western world.  
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Everything he said, did or invented captured the public’s interest so deeply, that 

newspapers sold far better on the days that they covered him. His appeal was 

so strong that over six hundred reporters, from eighteen countries, had been 

sent to Columbus to cover this historic event. 

 

Even though it was still unknown to the public, one of these futuristic inventions 

had been in ‘top-secret’ production for almost three years.  

 

After seeing its prototype during the last month of his presidency (February 

1881), President Rutherford B. Hayes ordered the first 1000 for America’s 

military, provided Edison’s company keeps them a secret until the spring of 

1885.  

   

March 6th was close enough for Hayes. 

 

Even though they were clueless about the new inventions Edison would be 

introducing, Columbus was hosting 600 journalists, forty celebrities, and over 

ten thousand enthusiasts. Only once had this city ever hosted more visitors in 

its seventy-three-year history. On that day, almost exactly twenty years earlier, 

50,000 came through to pay their last respects to Abraham Lincoln, while his 

body was displayed inside Ohio’s statehouse.  

 

Anyways, two former presidents; Hayes and Grant, author Samuel Clemens 

(Mark Twain), composer John Philip Sousa, inventors, Alexander Graham Bell, 

George Eastman, Harvey Firestone, Skyler Wheeler, John Froelich, Elisha Gray, 

and likely the world’s most significant inventor, Joe Gayetty (toilet paper), plus 

dozens more with less famous names, had also come to Columbus for this 

event.  

 

Edison had provided these notable fellows with hotel rooms, train tickets, front 

row seats, and all the whiskey they wanted.  

 

Tonight, they would discover the power of Edison’s latest technological 

breakthroughs, while enjoying the incredibly beautiful Sarah Kilbourne, and her 

five stunning companions, on stage.  
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Known as the “Buckeye Beauties,” these six gorgeous girls were about to 

become the first dancing singers to perform under this night’s most important 

product introduction, something Edison called “The Spotlight.”   

 
One day after Edison’s December news conference, every room in Columbus’s 

three hotels was reserved, leaving no beds for hundreds of reporters.  

 

Ohio’s Governor George Hoadly ordered a battalion from Fort Hayes, to set up 

25 tents for a couple hundred temporarily homeless pencil pushers, on the 

statehouse grounds, a block and half south of the opera house.  
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Although Edison was not known as a religious man, with only three hours to 

showtime and so many things that could go wrong, he spent a few minutes with 

Father John Furlong of Columbus’s St. Patrick’s Church, to pray that the show 

goes off without a hitch.  

 

Well, it would.  

 

However, they should have prayed for the whole evening to go that way.   

 

Ten minutes before showtime (8:30 pm), under the still flickering glow of the 

theater’s original gas lighting, Governor Hoadly came through the curtain to 

thank the many dignitaries, and especially all the reporters, before turning the 

stage over to Edison. 

  

After America’s Wizard of Innovation made sure he was standing on the X, that 

he painted on the floor several hours earlier, he thanked everyone for coming.  

 

Then he showed off his most exceptional ability, marketing. 

 

“Ladies, gentlemen, and reporters,” started his pitch with a good laugh.  

  “The Annals of Time will record tonight as one of the most important evenings 

in human history.” 

“Tonight, is the night that our creator finally allowed us to leave the darkness 

forever behind!” 

Then he yelled, “LET THERE BE LIGHT!” and everyone gasped!  

 

Edison was suddenly bathed in a circle of bright light, delivered by the first 

spotlight the public or press had ever seen.  

 

Everyone there expected to see the world’s first musical illuminated by light 

bulbs (instead of dim flickering gas flames), so his bright spotlight was the 

evening’s first ‘big surprise.’  
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Why would Edison choose a small city’s opera house over a dozen theaters in 

New York City (where over 100 international newspapers, magazines, and even 

the headquarters of Edison Electric Lighting Company were)?  

 

 Well, Edison did not make this choice. This event was conceived three years 

earlier by former President Hayes’s six-foot-nine secretary/bodyguard Lemont 

Freeman, as a diversion.  
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Wiring something the public would see was the excuse used to explain why 

Edison’s engineers had been hanging around Columbus’s taverns, hotels, and 

bordellos for the last three years. 

 
Their secret mission was installing a steam-powered Direct Current Dynamo 

PowerStation, and a vast electrical network inside the nation’s first 
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underground building, which opened three years earlier beneath the Crest of 

Sullivant’s Hill (now Columbus’ Hilltop).  

 

This secret facility was in the boondocks, about six miles west of the opera 

house. It was the headquarters for the Secret Service’s first actually “secret” 

division, codenamed “Orphan.”   

 

Anyways, once this musical, The Maids of Armando, began, the audience 

gasped every time the spotlight returned to lite up these gorgeous girls.  

 

One of the reporters from the New York Times would write, “The Buckeye 

Beauties glowed like angels under Edison’s spotlights.” 

 

Their leader Sarah Kilbourne was born and raised in a small upscale settlement 

six miles north of Columbus called Worthington. Her five companions 

(Armando’s other maids) were also all from Ohio, and they had performed with 

Sarah for years. They were as close as family.  

 

Besides Sarah and Elizabeth, who were natural redheads, auburn and copper 

respectively, Dolly, Daisy, Dotty, and Dorothy were natural blondes. 

 

Sarah’s longtime boyfriend was the ruggedly handsome Colin McLaughlin, a 

former teenage spy for the Union Army, who became a Columbus constable 

after the Civil War.   

 

Several days after George W. Meeker, a wealthy land baron was sworn in as 

Columbus’s mayor in 1869, he fired his city’s entire police department. Meeker 

then established a new Columbus Police Department led by his childhood 

companions, who had no experience in law enforcement.  

 

Anyways, after one day of unemployment, two musicians who grew up with 

Colin, at Reverend Furlong’s musically oriented orphanage, along what was 

then called “Columbus’s Irish Broadway,” convinced Colin to form a band with 

them.  
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While growing up in Father John’s orphanage, Colin became a good singer, and 

a masterful player of an Irish eight-string cross between a guitar and ukulele 

called a Bouzouki.  

 
Their three-man band, “The Irish Orphans,” had been packing Shannon 

Flanagan’s tavern on Columbus’s Irish Broadway since their first show.  Soon 

Colin Mclaughlin became Central Ohio’s second most famous entertainer 

behind Sarah.   

 

After leaving office in 1881, President Hayes, who was Colin’s commanding 

General during the Civil War, recruited him to be one of the first two undercover 

agents for Orphan. The other, Hayes’s gigantic secretary/bodyguard, Lemont 

Freeman.  

 

When sent on missions, The Irish Orphans would play a concert, raising money 

for that area’s orphanages, as Lemont acted as the band’s manager.  

 

Anyways, the producers of The Maids of Armando, Peter D. Legend, and Edison 

had planned a lavish after-party in the ballroom of the Neil House Hotel, three 

blocks south of the opera house, directly across the street from Ohio’s white 

limestone statehouse. 
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Edison was not about to have these dignitaries walk three blocks, in front of all 

those reporters. So, he turned this into the introduction of this night's second 

new technological breakthrough.  

 

He had the world’s first (20) electrically illuminated luxury stagecoaches, along 

with twenty teams of parade-quality Clydesdales (huge horses) brought in from 

Manhattan by rail.  

 

These “Electro Wonder” coaches would carry these dignitaries and 

entertainers, those three blocks, in the most exquisite style America’s roads had 

ever seen.  

 

These ultra-high-tech wonders with six (real) horsepower were shockingly 

impressive since they were the first road vehicles to have electric dome-lights! 

Each coach had a genuine Edison light bulb glowing in the center of its ceiling, 

lighting up their beaver skin and walnut interiors.  

 

Although adding dome lights to stagecoaches caused drool to run down the 

chins of most 19th century nerds, it was not the only revolutionary innovation 

inside these futuristic coaches. They were also the first road vehicles with a 

removable table, in between their two facing benches.  
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Very impressive! But they still lacked cup holders.  

 

Anyways, there was only enough room in that ballroom for Edison to invite five 

reporters. But he planned this event so many of the journalists would still be 

wined and dined, inside those wondrous machines, on those removable tables, 

after they dropped off the celebrities.  

 

The batteries under their forward seats were powerful enough to keep those 

dome lights glowing brightly until midnight.  

 

Hayes had recommended former slave Jemima Freeman, the fantastic chef 

mother of Lemont, to prepare the food for these journalists.  

 

Jemima was also semi-famous. To several thousand pampered white kids, she 

was “Aunt Jemima.”  

 

 

 

 

 

 

“They get to leave town with two big 

stories,” Edison told the former 

president. Neither knew it yet, but those 

two product introduction reports would 

barely be footnotes compared to the 

biggest news of this night.   

 

Six 

months earlier, the local hit musical 

“Ladies Come First,” (written by Sarah 

with help from John Phillip Sousa), was 

the last musical performed in this theater 

before it closed for its electrical rebirth. 
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 Since ‘Ladies Come First,’ was still fresh in everyone’s mind, the first of the 20 

“Electro Coaches” lined up in the alley north of the theater, was designated for 

Sarah and the Buckeye Beauties. 

 

Right after the show, stage producer Peter D. Legend helped these six gorgeous 

girls board that coach while apologizing to them for having them wait inside it 

until he gets the other 19 coaches loaded with dignitaries.  

 

“Everyone was supposed to be aboard at eleven, one minute from now!” He 

complained while glancing at his radium illuminated (highly radioactive) pocket 

watch.  

“They are hanging around the lobby, sucking up to their fans and reporters! I 

should have planned to bring all of them out the stage door.''    

 

The final high-tech cherry on top of this monumental event was the world’s first 

electrically illuminated stagecoach parade. This would happen in front of those 

reporters, so all twenty coaches needed to depart simultaneously.  

 

        
However, the instant after Peter closed their coach’s door, the huge ‘whip 

man’ driving it, cracked his whip, launching his dinosaur-sized stallions at full 

power, while directing them to turn left onto North High Street. 
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As their coach tipped around that left turn on its two right wheels, all six lovely 

ladies screamed. This was not their only problem; the Neil House was to their 

south, they were heading north, as fast as that coach could move.  

 

As its wooden wheels thundered up this brick road, a dark cover draped over its 

windows and doors, preventing the ladies from seeing out or escaping.  

 

The journalists and fans continued mobbing the dignitaries inside the theater’s 

lobby, which was also electrically lit for the first time. Besides Peter D. Legend 

and the whip man waiting in the next coach, no one else noticed that coach 

rushing away.  

  

Before Peter began yelling, “STOP! You’re going the wrong way!” he watched 

that driver fling his fancy (Edison provided) top-hat, like a Frisbee. 

  

Yelling did nothing, so he dove into what had been the second coach in line, 

shouting, “Go after them! That lunatic has no sense of direction!” 

  

That driver cracked his whip, launching his team of powerful Clydesdales faster 

than they had ever launched before. 

 

However, that extra speed did not come because his horses cared about saving 

pretty ladies.  

 

Somehow, right in front of his eyes, someone had replaced the steel pin 

connecting the team to the coach, with a toothpick. Those giant beasts blasted 

off so rapidly because they weren’t pulling anything.  

 

That coach stayed put as its Clydesdales stampeded off, but that was not the 

case for its whip-man (driver). He grasped his reins so quickly that they wrapped 

around his wrists, flinging him face-first onto the brick pavement those 

enormous horses had just vacated.  

 

Fortunately, his face smashed into a massive mound of hot steamy fertilizer 

those Clydesdales had just deposited.  
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As that still attached team thundered across High Street, they veered just 

enough to continue down the alley on the other side. 

 

Before that driver picked himself up, Peter had already dove into what had been 

the third coach in line, shouting at its driver, “Go get them!” 

 

“Go get who?” he yelled back. 

 

“The coach that just snatched the Buckeye Beauties!” 

 

“Where?” the driver asked. 

 

“It went north! Go left now!” 

 

“GO, GO!” the whip-man yelled as he cracked his whip, and pulled his reins to 

the left to maneuver around the horseless coach five feet in front of them.  

 

His giant horses obeyed as they rapidly shot around that coach, then turned 

north in hot pursuit.  

 

“What the hell!” that third whip-man yelled as the reins tore loose from his left 

hand. Somehow someone had also switched his coach’s pin with a toothpick as 

he sat right there. 

 

Just before his team rounded that corner, they sideswiped the second coach's 

dung covered driver, as he staggered to his feet.  

 

They say, “lightning never strikes the same place twice.” Well, the second whip 

man was fortunate enough to again land on another massive pile of deposited 

padding, so only the odor, and perhaps several mental issues would linger.  

 

After being fooled twice, Peter took off running around the corner then south 

toward the lobby, screaming for help!” 
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The opera house’s lobby was near the other (south) end of the building. The 

sidewalk in front of it was jammed with fans yelling their love for Edison, the 

former presidents, or one of the many other celebrities, so no one noticed Peter 

squealing until he reached them. 
 

 

There were two equestrian constables (Columbus police on horses) keeping the 

crowd out of the street. By the time Peter explained enough for them to gallop 

off in hot pursuit, the only thing still moving up that natural-gas-lit brick 

roadway, was that third team of Clydesdales, meandering.  

 

The Buckeye Beauties were gone.  

 

This photo of the opera house was taken after it was destroyed by fire in 1892. This is the only image we 

could find that showed the alley where the Buckeye Beauties were stolen, seven years earlier. 

 

Hearing a different commotion out front, entertainer and Secret Orphan Agent, 

Colin Mclaughlin (Sarah’s long-time boyfriend), squirmed his way through the 

jammed lobby to see what was going on outside. 

 

Peter yelled, “Colin, they just snatched Sarah and her girls!” 
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“Who did!?” 

 

“Who knows! As soon as I loaded them, their coach tore out of here like a bat 

out of hell! They went that way!” Peter said as he pointed north. 

 

“Those Turds!” Colin yelled as he ripped off his boots.  

 

Barefoot, like a hungry cheetah, Colin sprinted up that frozen brick road until 

he reached that third team of massive stallions, now stopped, almost as if they 

were waiting for him.   

 

He leaped like an angry panther onto their riggings, grabbing hold of their reins 

as he came to rest in-between the Clydesdales. He gave a mighty tug, causing 

this gigantic team to shoot off to the north.  

 

Seconds later, he was standing above the rigging between the rear horses like 

a water skier, pushing that colossal team as hard as they could go.    

 

About two minutes later, he caught up with the two mounted constables who 

were now blocked by several trains parked across North High Street, 

in front of the city’s second Union Train Station, a half-mile north of the opera 

house. 

 

 
Columbus Ohio’s second Union Train Station (out of 3),  opened in 1875. 
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“That coach has to be on the station’s grounds! It is either behind or inside one 

of these (eleven) locomotive or warehouse buildings!” They told him. 

 

They knew this because tonight’s event created an enormous glut of parked 

trains, blocking every north, east, or western route that a coach could take, and 

North High Street’s new streetcar tunnel was also blocked. Its drain had 

clogged, filling it with ice-cold water. 

“The only eastbound road is closed while firefighters douse a house fire.”    

 “That coach has to be somewhere in this station’s complex.”  

 

The other constable added, “There is no escape for that coach unless it has 

boarded a train!”  

“But we would still see it. Stagecoaches are too tall for cargo cars; they travel 

on flatbeds.” 

 

The ten empty flatbed cars that brought the twenty Electro-Wonders to town 

were parked right beside them, with no one else around.   

 

For the next ten minutes, Colin surfed his Clydsdaile around all eleven buildings, 

yelling, “SARAH! Where are you!”  

 

That hijacked coach had indeed turned into Union Station’s industrial park. 

Then just as it appeared to be crashing through the massive door of the station’s 

locomotive service building, the door shot open.  

 

Like 99.9% of buildings in 1885, this locomotive service building did not have 

electricity,  and it could not use natural-gas lighting. With all the grease and oil 

fumes lingering in it, gaslighting would be like igniting a fuse inside a bomb, so 

it was only open during daylight. 

 

However, Columbus’s Union Station never closed, as America’s railroads ran 24 

hours a day.  

 

Anyways, that massive door slammed closed about a second after the hijacked 

coach entered.  
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This night this building also had some electric lighting for the first time, but just 

from a single 25-watt bulb attached to wires running from a breadbox sized 

battery. All these connections were held together with adhesive tape.  

 

A Google search will tell you adhesive tape was a 1923 invention. However, 

much like Edison’s spotlight, and hundreds (perhaps thousands) of inventions 

from America’s inventors, that sticky stuff was deemed a US government secret. 

It took almost 50 years for Washington to release it.  

 

Obviously, it was not a very well-kept secret.   

 

About one second after the door slammed shut, the enormous hijacker leaped 

from the coach’s bench, while four men who had been waiting inside, shoved 

lever-jacks under the coach as quickly as an Indy 500 pit crew.  

   

In less than two minutes, its leaf springs, axles, and its wheels were removed 

and stowed. They had also lowered the coach body onto four dollies that looked 

almost like modern skateboards.  

 

The screams from the six clueless beauties still sealed inside continued being 

muffled by the tight cover wrapping the coach.  

 

Ironically, Colin leaped off his team of Clydesdales just a few feet away from 

that giant locomotive door. Then from pure frustration, he hammered it with 

his fists raised high above his head. 

 

The highly trained team inside froze, but their gigantic leader waved for them 

to keep working as he moved to the door, ready to take on anyone entering. No 

one did. 

 

Colin was not pounding to enter; he had no clue that his gorgeous girlfriend, 

was just thirty-five feet away.  

 

While rolling over rails, the two extra-long (60-foot) cargo cars these hijackers 

had waiting inside the building looked like typical extra-long cargo cars.  
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But inside this building, their customized end walls were slid up above the cars, 

creating a large enough opening for six huge horses to walk through, pulling this 

now lowriding coach inside (lengthwise).  

 

When closed, these custom end walls still had walk-through doors, much like 

typical passenger train cars, so passengers and workers can walk from one car 

to the next, while rolling down the tracks.  

 

Under these fully opening end-walls, were steel platforms that folded out to 

create a bridge over the train couplers (or a ramp to the ground). Both ways 

were in use here.     

 

This darkly cloaked team then escorted these still attached Clydesdales up the 

ramp into the first of these altered cargo cars.  

 

Seconds later, that long nimble leader pulled that steel pin, which disconnected 

the Clydesdales from the coach. He then led the animals into the second car, as 

the others rapidly retracted those custom platforms and end doors.  

 

Next, they tied the coach down to steel loops built into the floor of the first 

customized car. That second car now holding the horses, suspension and wheels 

also looked like a typical extended cargo car, but it was hiding a horse stable.  

 

Typical stable-cars had vented sidewalls. However, this one had twenty vents 

lined up along the center of its roof, which looked like hood scoops from classic 

muscle cars.   

 

In about as much time as it takes to buy a train ticket on a busy day (22 minutes 

after the hijacking), these cars were the eighty-fourth and eighty-fifth units in 

an eighty-four-car-run, slowly moving out track number 9.  

 

Columbus’s second Union Station had 13 east-west tracks in 1885, so only the 

city’s roads (not rails) were blocked by parked trains.    
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About two minutes after that train departed, controllers for the Baltimore 

and Ohio Railroad switched it to a northeast bound track, so it could arrive at 

Cleveland’s station, its scheduled destination by 4:30 am. 

 

However, four miles north of Columbus, warning torches were burning on the 

track in front of the train. Typically, these torches meant that something was 

blocking the rails ahead, so the engineer brought it to a full stop.   

 

For this run to Cleveland, this cargo train had four workers, two engineers 

(drivers), and two boilermen. Once stopped, both boilermen walked a quarter-

mile beyond the flair (to clear the blockage), while the alternating engineer 

slept inside the caboose.  

 

So, no one witnessed the hijackers roll those two cars onto the center switch 

track.   

 

Seconds before they reconnected the northbound’s caboose, another flair 

suddenly warned a southbound train, of a blockage ahead. This nine-car private 

cargo hauler stopped far enough past the far longer northbound that only their 

cabooses were adjacent. Both detached cars were waiting in-between.  

 

The instant that southbound stopped, it did something strange. Its caboose 

detached itself, then rolled back enough to slip two extra-long cars in before 

stopping. No one touched it.   

 

In less than two minutes, this still silent team rolled those two cars into that 

southbound opening. Then that caboose drove itself back, forcing all the train 

car connectors to lock.  

 

While the team made this switch, their enormous leader dashed up into that 

northbound caboose. He then plucked a tiny yellow dart from the sleeping 

engineer’s neck. 

  

For the next 30 seconds, from about six inches away, he gazed into that sleeping 

engineer’s face, then he reached down and straightened his collar.  
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Suddenly he called him a “Damn Yankee” and slapped his unconscious face 

twice, one time per side. But just hard enough to avoid leaving his enormous 

handprint.  

 

The swift giant then rejoined his crew as they climbed into that southbound 

caboose.  

 

Besides having electric eliminated (mostly frosted) glass windows, and extra-

long length, it looked like a typical caboose. From the outside, you would have 

never known this was one of the most luxurious cabooses on the planet. It was 

likely the only one with a five-star kitchen and two French chefs.  

 

At this moment, they were baking crocks of sweet onion soup, topped with 

cheese imported from Switzerland, salad with truffles imported from Scotland, 

Crepe Suzettes, and Colorado’s finest Prime Rib, for an early morning feast.  

 

About the time that caboose door latched, the northbound boilermen returned. 

“Whatever was blocking has been cleared,'' they told their engineer.  

 

Seconds later, both trains were cautiously rolling again.  

 

This entire operation took fifty-eight of its sixty allotted minutes. This evening 

(now 11:58 pm) went just as planned, well for whoever controlled that 

southbound train, anyways. 

 

About two hours later, that phantom train crossed the Ohio River from Indiana 

into Louisville, Kentucky, where it switched over to an eastbound track, which 

ran along the south bank of this, the second largest river in the United States. 
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2.  Twenty-four years earlier, August 6th, 1861  
 

Newly appointed Brigadier General Ulysses S. Grant received a disturbing 

telegram from US Secretary of War Edwin McMasters Stanton.   

“Over the last three days, twenty-three boxcars and two Union armories packed 

with munitions have been destroyed by undercover Confederate agents. Our 

factories are secured, vulnerability is in storage. Our armories are revolutionary 

era, now they are sitting ducks.” 

“We need a secure method to store ammunition loaded boxcars where they 

cannot be attacked by covert agents, at a central location, with full rail access. 

Your railroad engineers are some of our finest, work them for immediate 

solutions with rapid implementation.” 

The next morning General Grant telegrammed Stranton. “Engineers say 

underground armories can be built in a fraction of the time, cost, and 

materials.” 

“They recommend an L shaped trench, 30 feet deep, covered with the iron 

bracing and sheathing they already use to build RR bridges. Place the iron roof 

at thirteen feet beneath the surrounding grounds. Pour three feet of concrete 

above, then finish with ten feet of compressed soil.”  

“Limelights will provide lighting without exposing boxcars to any flame.”  

FYI: limelights were blindingly bright lamps holding superheated balls of 

lime oxide. Limelights were first used in lighthouses about thirty years 

before the Civil War.  

“To secure 40 boxcars, a total length of 1000 feet with 50 feet of width will allow 

one of them to be removed and replaced, without having to move any others.” 

“Entry will require a tin sided building about 150’ X 250’ feet, for boxcars to be 

detached and lowered underground.” 

“Central Ohio is my personal recommendation. If we hide it near Camp Chase, 

the State Penitentiary can provide several thousand convicts for the labor, and 

we already have strong security, and a rail depot in place.” 
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Grant continued: “The only issue they see is securing enough iron and tin. If these 

metals can arrive in their timeframe, this invisible armory should be operational 

in five months.” 

Hours later, Secretary Stanton replied. “Implementation of your plan is 

confirmed. Needed yesterday.  Major General James A. Garfield is at Camp 

Chase, is waiting for several of your engineers to arrive.  Dispatch them 

immediately by rail.” 

“This is “Project Bright Hole.”” 

Nine days later, Camp Chase was secretly expanded one mile to its west, and two 

thousand Ohio State prisoners, who had already been sentenced to hard labor, 

began digging.    
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3. February 7, 1881, 3:30PM, 300 feet beneath Wheeling West Virginia. 

 

Former presidents Ulysses S. Grant and Rutherford B. Hayes along with 

President-elect Garfield (all Ohioans and also former Civil War generals), 

Thomas Edison (also from Ohio), Secretary of Defense Henry Knox (from 

Boston), and the Secret Service’s Director, Mr. X (probably from Ohio), met 

inside the world’s first light bulb lit coal mine.  

 

Well, at least the presidents were close to home. Ohio was now an easy four 

miles away by train, using the Wheeling Suspension Bridge. When it opened, it 

was the longest single-span bridge on earth. 

 
“Not only is it bright as day down here, but this place also stays cool all summer 

and warm all winter,” President Hayes pointed out during this, the last month 

of his presidency.  

 

Just four days earlier, Edison flipped a switch creating the first electrically 

illuminated underground facility since ancient Egypt.  

 

That evening at 8:00, under the dim light of a natural gas chandelier in the 

conference room of Wheeling’s McLure Hotel, they (minus Edison) met again.  
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Mr. X started the meeting by showing Garfield files on several dozens of 

American’s new millionaire industrialists. 

“These guys could gun down a group of sweet church ladies, in front of a crowd 

on Times Square, and get away with it every time.” 

“They hire attorneys to bribe officials and hoodlums to eliminate everything 

else in their way.” 

 

Mr. X continued, “Our nation is the only country where criminals are legally 

innocent until proven guilty. We can’t convict these monsters because no one 

will testify against them.” 

“It’s like asking good citizens, “Do you mind being murdered?’” 

 

“Jamie” (Garfield’s nickname), “America needs a defense against these ruthless 

homegrown tyrants,” Hayes pushed. 

“The best we can do without taking away Constitutional rights is to foil their evil 

aims before they strike.” 

 

“You mean spying on Americans?” Garfield asked. 

 

Hayes added, “Spying sounds so unamerican. Other than hunting for 

counterfeiters, espionage has never been a big deal here, because we are so 

isolated.”  

“However, it is essential for nearly every other country.” 

 

X added, “Our freedoms create our industrial monsters, but they also create our 

industries.” 

“America is where great ideas from average citizens become a reality.”  

 

Hayes elaborated, “Yes, indeed! Only in our great nation can any man, of any 

race, grow unlimited legal power because of our constitutional protections, 

freedoms, and rights.” 

“The fact that the men in this room fought one of the bloodiest wars ever to 

bring equality for all men” (not women) “verifies our forefather’s amazing vision 

and commitment, to the point of risking the noose.” 

“Unfortunately, few beautiful things are perfect; our elegant system of trust is 

still easily trumped by heartless tyrants.” 
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Mr. X then added, “It’s not just homegrown despots, dozens of powerful 

kingdoms cringe when their battered masses hear of our social liberties, rights, 

and freedom for all men.”  

“Our way of life is disrupting the old world ways, so they want to stop us.” 

“At least eleven nations have sent spies here disguised as refugees, to look for 

ways to bring us down.” 

 

Hayes replied, “We don’t know who their 

spies are, and hunting for them with badged 

Secret Service agents is beyond ineffective. 

It's like showing up for a gunfight, with only 

a fancy blade,”  X analogized. 

 

 “We might as well have our agents wear 

advertising billboards.” 

“America needs a full-time covert division of 

agents like every other powerful nation has,” 

Hayes said. 

 

“So, we need to fight fire with fire,” Garfield replied. 

 

“Sometimes. But first, in our case anyway, we need to stop fighting fires with 

oil instead of water!” 

“If we quietly soak their kindling, it won’t light when they strike.” 

“Our freedoms are the problem, but also the solution.” 

 

“How is that?” Garfield asked Hayes. 

 

He answered, “As long as our constitution protects the intellectual ideas of all 

citizens, that will be our greatest advantage over all nations. At this, we stand 

alone.” 

 

Mr. X added, “Almost every other nation is dominated by repressive rulers that 

hogtie inventive free-thinking citizens before they invent their demise.” 
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Hayes continued, “Exactly X. Since our citizens choose their leaders, their 

inventiveness is like a bonus for us, instead of a threat.” 

“Individual Americans intensify our abilities, the nation’s status, and the quality 

of life for everyone.” 

“Jamie, well over half of the world’s new products and technologies come from 

our country, with only about 1% of the world’s population, simply because we 

help our citizens invent, instead of stopping them.” 

 

“I’ve never heard those numbers, but I believe it,” Garfield answered. 

 

“Jamie. The world is becoming modern because of us. We would be fools to not 

fully implement some of these inventions secretly before the haters of freedom, 

liberty, or just the American way even know such wonders exist.” 

“This agency needs to be secretly funded, without cutting corners,'' Hayes 

concluded. 

 

“Here, here!” the entire group agreed. 

 

“I’m in Rud” (Hayes’s nickname). 

“Where do we start?” Garfield asked. 

 

“You just witnessed how Al (Edison) can provide the light, and his engineer 

Wheeler, fresh air, and Elisha Otis, elevators that can’t crash, these and a few 

other homegrown inventions provide everything needed to hide practical 

facilities underground.”  

 

“I see you have already given this great attention. Just show me your plans.” 

 

Hayes unrolled, then slid a map of the country’s 38 states around to Garfield. 

 

“Jamie, this is the most current map of our nation’s railroad network.”  

“Our hidden facility needs to take full advantage of all this technology so that 

we can dispatch our truly secret agents around the nation as quickly as 
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possible.” 

 
Hayes continued, “Washington University’s College of Mathematics, just spent 

months calculating statistics on this web of steel.” 

 “Our nation just passed 100,000 miles of railroads, enough to wrap the planet 

four times, which is also more than all other nations combined.” 

  

 

“That’s great!” Garfield responded. 

 

“They calculated the median location, Geographic obstacles that reduce 

speeds, and something they called ‘The Magnitude of Relevance,’ to determine 

the axis of this network.”   

 

Well, that is what they told Hayes anyway. They actually learned this 

information after asking the scheduling lady at Washington’s Union Train 

Station. 

 

“The Magnitude of what?” 

 

“Oh, that was just their highly educated words for the best location.”  
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 “What did they find?” 

 

“Our old stomping grounds, Central Ohio.” 

 

“That’s convenient.” 

 

“In many ways.” 

“Everyday passenger trains reach 24 of the country’s 28 largest towns from 

Columbus. They also said that private trains reduce travel time by 15-25% since 

they don’t stop at most stations.” 

 

“Columbus makes sense, Rud.” 

“But how do we hide the excavation of a hidden control center inside a town 

where thousands of people will be watching?” 

 

“The base must be a few miles outside of the city for privacy. But because we 

need a visible train depot above the facility, the place will still need a cover story 

to explain the station’s existence.” Hayes answered. 

 

“Have you found a potential site?” Garfield asked. 

 

“Oh, yes. And it is already excavated, with the building above.” 

 

“Is there a coal mine near Columbus?” 

 

“No, this is called farmland about a mile and a half past Columbus’s lunatic 

castle, is a site already bordered by rails.” 

 

“Is that spook house still the world’s biggest building?” 

 

“I think so, but I doubt it will hold that title much longer.” 

“Steel-framed construction is about to cut the cost of building enormous 

buildings, to pennies on the dollar.“ 

“The only reason Columbus’s Lunatic Asylum ended up being the world’s largest 

building is that it was one of the first to have Elisa Otis’ safety elevators.” 
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“Otis’s elevators allowed Kirkbride,  Dr. Awl’s architect,  to give that asylum six 

levels under one roof. There have been buildings that covered more land, but 

they only had one primary level.  Otis’s invention allowed Dr. Awl’s monstrosity 

to have six levels, making it the largest building on earth, in square footage.” 

 

“I can’t count that high anymore!” Grant burped.   

 

“Yea, I remember Dr. Awl using his mind-controlling eyes to get that unneeded 

monstrosity built,” Garfield replied. 

 

“That was only part of the reason it was built, Jamie.” 

 
FYI: Dr. William Awl, was a 6’5” surgeon who founded every lunatic 

and Imbecile asylum in Ohio. He was so obsessed with vampire bats 

that he had his enormous Sullivant’s Hill Lunatic Castle designed as the 

architectural version of a giant blood-sucker from South America.  

   

Numerous medical reports casually mentioned his ability to take 

control of human minds, using only his eyes. Also, for decades, he 

claimed he could cure all (100%) of lunatics with his mind-controlling 

eyeballs. So why would he even need this place?  

 

He must have had that ability; he convinced Ohio’s legislature to spend 

almost twice as much building this monstrosity than they had spent 

on any previous project in Ohio’s history. The most expensive previous 

project was the Erie Canal System. But most of the funding for this 

horror house was secretly provided by the federal government. 
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Awl’s enormous house of 

horror dominated Columbus’s 

western (sunset) horizon. From 

atop the 100-foot eastern 

ridge of Sullivant’s Hill, it was 

as frightening as the Wicked 

Witch of the West’s castle 

overlooking Oz.  When this, Dr. 

Awl’s 2nd Columbus Lunatic 

Asylum, opened in 1877, it was 

the largest building on earth (in 

square footage).  It remained 

the largest building in North 

America until the Pentagon 

came 65 years later (1942). 

 

That is not a bat symbol center, 

left; that is this building’s 

shape from above. Like 

everything else the authorities 

hid about Sullivant’s Hill, the 

fact that it was once home to 

earth’s largest building, is 

rarely mentioned when 

studying Columbus’s history.  

This placement was intentional 

to scare people and developers 

away from this hill, to keep the 

secret projects hidden behind 

it private.  

 

“Most Central Ohioans will not even approach that hideous building and Doctor 

Awl’s massive imbecile asylum across the street. Together they scare residents 

and developers away from Sullivant’s Hill, keeping the land behind them ideal 

for this secret underground facility.” 

 

“And Jamie, not only do you know this site. You were there when we built it.” 

 

“I was?” 

 

“You must remember Bright Hole at Camp Chase.” 

 

“Is it still down there?” 

 

“Of course, the place was built to handle anything.  
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“Bright Hole is perfect, I’m fully in Rud.” 

“I will do whatever is needed when I take over.” 

  

“Fantastic! I knew you would understand,” the pleased president responded 

before adding, “We have been preparing Bright Hole for this since 78.” 

“Sorry, I could not tell you any earlier, old friend, only those with a need to 

know, we're told.” 

“This will be your baby next month, so ah, now you need to know.”  

 

After toasting to this agreement, these Federal Bigshots walked off to their 

rooms for the night.  

 

However, former President Grant had been toasting everything all evening. He 

started with a fresh bottle of fine Kentucky bourbon, then he washed it down 

with a bottle of Lake Erie island champagne. This explains why he was having 

difficulty standing, and walking was out of the question.  

 

Mr. X had seen this before. He ordered the several Secret Service agents who 

had been guarding the hotel to roll the former president to his room on a 

baggage cart.  

 

Luckily, this four-story hotel had just had its first Otis Safety Elevator installed. 

It was a bit clunky because the building did not yet have electricity. The elevator 

was powered by three mules pulling a cable from the barn, behind the hotel.  

 

FYI: Before hotels had elevators, rooms on their upper floors were less 

expensive.  

 

A month later, just two days after Garfield took office, he secretly funded this 

hidden branch of the Secret Service and appointed Hayes as its secret 

commander. 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Six months later, on Friday, September 16th, 1881, Garfield signed ‘The National 

Orphan Relief Agency,’ (“NORA”) into existence.  
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He told the reporters and politicians present at this Oval Office signing, 

“European nations are dumping almost all of their orphans unto our open 

arms.” 

“They are new Americans.” 

“Every American orphan child, regardless of how poor and worthless, is as 

important to our nation’s future, as any senator, congressman, governor, or 

president!” 

“Next week, construction of America’s first and only hospital exclusively for 

these poor children will commence a couple of miles west of Columbus, Ohio.” 

  

“Mr. President, why would you build this hospital in Ohio, far away from the 

nation’s highly populated cities?” asked a reporter from the Washington 

Evening Critic. 

 

“This program also covers the cost of treatments orphans need at existing 

hospitals in our largest cities, which are all near the east coast.” 

“Columbus is at the dead center of our nation’s railroad network, which will 

allow us to bring these poor critically injured children to the hospital, from 

almost everywhere else, as rapidly as possible.” 

 

He continued, “To save more of these poor baby’s lives, this hospital will also 

operate a small fleet of locomotive ambulances so we can retrieve these poor 

unfortunate children without having to stop at every station along the way.” 

 “Our great leader, my great friend Abraham Lincoln, reminded us, “This 

government is of its people, by its people, and for its people!” So today, I am 

honored to prove his words as truth.” 

 

The reporters and dignitaries present then gave Garfield a rousing ovation. 

 

 “I don’t deserve your credit!” Garfield spurted. 

“NORA was conceived by one of America’s greatest leaders, my great friend, 

former President Hayes.”  

 

“Rud,” Garfield said as he turned to look at Hayes, who was sitting behind him, 

before turning back to his audience to say, “He allows me to call him Rud.” 
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Then turning back to Hayes, he requested, “Rud, please take a bow. You deserve 

all the credit!” 

 

The former president stood and received a rousing ovation. 

 

Just before Garfield closed the signing, he made one last declaration.   

“It is also my honor and pleasure to appoint President Hayes as NORA’s first 

director.” 

“His passion will ensure that these poor, critically damaged babies will get all 

the sophisticated medical help our advanced nation has.” 

 

Three days later, on Monday, September 19th, 1881, two significant events 

happened; excavation for the National Orphan Children’s Hospital began, and 

President Garfield became the second assassinated US president. 

  

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Bright Hole, America’s first practical underground spy facility, now operated 

under the codename “Orphan,” from the 250 by 150-foot building, which was 

now called “The Orphan Ambulance garage.”  

 

This tin sided building was now painted white with large red crosses adorning 

each of its four sides. This would be the paint scheme used on the first five 

Orphan Ambulances, that soon would be based here.  

   

Once the garage was operational, construction of the Orphan hospital just north 

of the garage began.   
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     One of  Edison’s  5-ton Steam-powered  D/C Dynamos used to power the Orphan compound 

 

Part of the hospital was the complex’s powerplant. It housed two five-ton steam 

engines, driving two of Edison’s Direct Current generators, to provide some 30,000 

watts of D/C power to the entire compound. This system was not fully operational 

until 1885, just days before Edison’s spotlight introduction at the Opera House.  

 

From 1882 until late February of 1885, the base operated on a 1,200-watt system, 

set up inside the garage. 
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Here is a satellite image of Bright Hole being exhumed in 2010, four months before the ground broke 

for a new casino. The outline of the Orphan Ambulance garage’s foundation was also momentarily visible. 
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4. March 7th, 1885, 12:20 AM 
 

By 12:20 AM, the battery in the Buckeye Beauties’ Electro Coach, only had enough 

juice left to rival a firefly. 

 

The coach, still wrapped in that dark cover, only allowed the six sobbing beauties 

to hear the muffled sound of railroad tracks, beneath them. 

 

Suddenly, at 12:30 am, a bright light suddenly flooded through the coach’s 

windows. That dark cover had vanished just as quickly as it appeared, allowing their 

eyes to come back online.  

 

They saw no one else, but the aroma of delicious food also suddenly flooded into 

the coach.  Seconds later, they poured out of their wheeless wagon into a beautiful 

rolling room.   

 

Six light bulbs were glowing inside the stained-glass fixtures on its copper gilded 

ceiling. Several dozen small light bulbs were also burning. Six of them were in blue 

glass and gold sconces (wall lamps), imported from Venice. 

 

The room’s walls were birds-eye maple. Under several baby blue cashmere rugs 

that were softer than kitten fur, its floor was white tile.   

 

One of its two sixty-foot-long walls had a fifteen by three-foot table attached to it, 

with six Hepplewhite dining chairs lined up in front. The backrest of each chair 

displayed the shields or crests of powerful royal families.  

 

The table was covered by a silk cloth, in the same baby blue color as the rugs. On 

the fabric, five led-weighted cut-glass vases with stunning orange jasmine flowers 

separated each dinner setting.  

 

Their equally impressive dinner sat on beautiful flow-blue china plates, beneath 

matching plate covers.  
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Along with chilled truffle salad, prime rib and lobster bisque, southern 

fried shrimp, alligator sausage, smoked red salmon, portobello mushrooms, were 

four bowls of sweet fruits that had never reached an Ohio market before.    

 

On the first of two rolling carts, latched to the wall beside the table, bottles of the 

finest French champagne and Italy’s premier Sauvignon, chilling in cloisonné bowls 

of crushed ice.  

 

The other cart held four led weighted cut-glass pitchers, one full of steaming hot 

chocolate, another ice-tea with lemon, and the last two, cold milk, and ice water 

freshly melted from Canadian ice.   

 

On a small table just past the carts, sat six tiny desserts that looked more like 

artwork. However, they saw no one else in this highly extended custom car.  

 

Although still quite upset, the Buckeye Beauties were starving.  They had known 

for over a month that camera innovator George Eastman was bringing a crew of 

photographers to the show, to snap pictures of them dancing, using his newly 

developed “instant exposure” film and cameras.  

 

Eastman’s new cameras could snap a picture in a fraction of a second. This 

enormous advancement allowed the first focused photographs of people while in 

motion.  

 

In some folk’s opinions, no one in motion looked better than these gorgeous 

dancers. But these photographs would appear in newspapers around the world, so 

these beauties had been starving themselves to make sure they had 18-inch 

waistlines. 

 

For over a week, they had been fantasizing about enjoying that tasty Neil House 

food at the after-party.  
 

Just as they sat down to eat, they noticed a sheet of parchment, neatly taped to 

the wall above the food with this beautifully inscribed message: 
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Dear Sarah, Dolly, Daisy, Dotty, Dorothy, and Elizabeth, Please, forgive me for this 
sudden intrusion on your lives. Unfortunately, sometimes, I must operate secretly.  
 
The Columbus Dispatch has been notified you are all safe and well taken care of and that you 
will all be home after a fun working tropical vacation. 
 
I need you to perform “Big Daddy” from your musical, “Lady’s Come First,” for presidents, 
emperors, kings and princes, and other world leaders at a warm and sunny location. For this, 
you will all be richly compensated far beyond your dreams.  
 
Please don’t be upset with me. To protect so many world leaders in one place, I could not risk 
telling you or anyone about this.  You will be treated like the goddesses you are, effective 
immediately!  
 
For relief, or to wash your hands before dinner, look behind the blue curtains.  
 
Since you could not pack for this warm vacation, I provided Paris and Rome’s most celebrated 
designers, with your measurements, favorite colors, and tastes.  
 
They created seven light-weight warm-weather dresses and seven flowing gowns for each one of 
you.  
 
Each wardrobe also contains seven pairs of the most elegant Italian shoes and seven sets of 
French undergarments and hosiery. Your assistants will provide you with almost anything 
else you desire.  
  
Your wardrobes are inside your travel closets on the other side of this room. Your name is on 
your closet door. 
  
Sorry for these limited accommodations, they are not worthy of goddesses!  
 
Please make do with this meager meal. It only improves from here. However, only to ensure 
your new wardrobes fit correctly, I recommend that you avoid overeating. 
 
Your Admiring President 
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That letter, combined with the delicious food seasoned with herbal flowers 

(tranquilizers) and the gifts, was quite calming, their terror had become 

excitement.  

 

Each ‘travel closet’ was intricately carved walnut, lined with cedar. At about the 

size of a modern refrigerator, they looked like furniture. Only their golden side 

handles, exposed that they were portable.  

    

The lovely dancers gasped as they opened theirs, then five more times as they 

looked inside the other five. They were all packed with some of the most beautiful 

dresses, light-weight outfits, and the silkiest undergarments they had ever seen.  

 

To literally and physically top each closet off, a matching bonnet chest containing 

six one of a kind, ‘Georgia Peach’ brand bonnets. 

 

To the right of the travel closets, a twelve-foot walnut vanity with a white marble 

top, lined with six more (royal) crested chairs. On the wall above it, the first mirror 

they had ever seen surrounded by light bulbs.  

 

That vanity mirror was as exciting as it was frightening to them, for the same 

reason; it showed everything. 

 

Inside the vanity, the most exquisite makeup, perfumes, lotions, beauty tools, and 

hairbrushes that Europe and Asia had to offer.  

 

To the right of this vanity, were two rest areas behind blue curtains. Each contained 

a flushing toilet with toilet paper (a huge new thing in 1885), plus a sink, with liquid 

soap and hot and cold running water. 
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Once all six looked relaxed (stoned) and calm, at about 1:20 AM, a tiny Asian girl 

(or possibly a lady), about as cute as a baby panda bear, entered their car through 

the standard type train-car door, built into one of those fully opening end walls.  

 

Cheerfully she said, “ewoo wadies” (Hello ladies). 

  

All six ladies started questioning her.  

 

She joyfully replied, “nee no sneaka Angish” (me no speak English). 

 

But her “follow me” hand motion communicates universally. So, they followed her 

into the next car, now far more excited than frightened.  

 

The outside area between these railroad cars was also closed in, using the same 

dark material that sealed their coach.  
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When the door to that next brightly lit car opened, the first visible feature was the 

shadow outlines of two more little Asian girls (or ladies?), welcoming them.   

 

All three happy little assistants were wearing white silk robes and white wicker 

slippers, and each gave each Buckeye Beauty the most comforting hug as they 

entered this car.   

 

These now intoxicated beauties could not help but hug these adorable little 

females back.  

 

“Can you tell them apart?” Dorothy asked Dotty. 

 

“No, they look like three twins,” Dotty answered. 

 

“That’s called Triplets, Dotty,” Dorothy said before she pointed and named herself 

and her five companions, then she pointed at each of the joyful assistants, who 

understood.   

 

The first one pointed at the others and said, “Mee, Wee,” then at herself and said, 

“Pee.”  

 

Then Elizabeth asked her companions, “How old do you think they are?” 

 

Looking at their perky softball-sized breasts, beneath only one thin layer of white 

silk, and flawless skin, Sarah replied, “They are beyond puberty.”  

Then she giggled, “I’d bet they are somewhere between thirteen and sixty.”  

 

“I think you may be right,'' Elizabeth giggled back. 

 

“Like usual,” Sarah proudly answered. 

   

From the outside, no one would have imagined that inside, this plain-looking extra-

long cargo car, was finished like a Roman emperor’s white marble bathhouse.  

 

On one of its long walls, a fire was crackling in a small marble fireplace. Against the 

other wall, a long (but narrow) white marble tub, full of steamy water under a layer 

of soapy bubbles. It was large enough for ten beautiful ladies. 
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Hanging on the marble wall beside the fireplace, six white ‘Afghan’ cashmere robes 

(the softest woven material known in 1885), were embroidered with colorful Asian 

landscapes. 

 

Beneath their robes, on this room’s marble floor, several white fur rugs (pelts from 

baby polar bears). 

 

On these baby bears, six pairs of white cashmere slippers, also embroidered with 

the name of their Beautiful Buckeye.   

 

At least partially due to their tranquilized meal, washed down with a few bottles 

of fine wine and champagne, all six ladies giggled as their adorable little bath 

assistants began undressing them. 

 

Their amusement continued as their assistants carefully hung their clammy dresses 

on bunny fur hangers, and placed their undergarments, into one of six white silk 

bags, each also with its lady’s name embroidered above the words “Soiled 

Laundry.”  

 

The five other lovely nude entertainers standing there, cracked up as Sarah 

complained, “Colin just throws my things on the floor!”  

 

After placing their removed laundry bags into a white wicker basket, the tiny bath 

assistants led these now happily intoxicated ladies up several steps, then down 

several more into that steaming tub.  

 

Seconds later, they were splashing each other with soap bubbles, while their 

attendants, from outside the tub, began using warm water hoses, to wash their 

hair, and remove their tear smudged makeup.   

 

After they rinsed some lightly perfumed conditioning oils from their hair, they 

masterfully wrapped each lovely head in a soft Egyptian cotton towel.  

 

The assistants then hung up their white silk robes and removed their slippers. Then 

wearing only thick white cashmere gloves, they joined the six giggling entertainers 

in the warm bubbly water. 
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They arranged them into three pairs, and one assistant sat between each pair.  

 

Next, those happy bathing assistants lathered up their cashmere gloves, with an 

oil soap smoother than silk, and began washing those lovely dancing bodies in the 

most delightful and ah, stimulating ways. 

 

By 3 AM, the hijacked ladies were exhausted, so their assistants carefully guided 

them out of the water.  

 

But before they slid them into their fabulous new cashmere robes, they oiled their 

still wet bodies with a blend of Avocado, Lavender, Coconut, and Tea oils. 

 

The looks on each face verified these robes and slippers were the softest garments 

they had ever worn.  Dolly Stern yelled, “This robe must have come from heaven!”  

 

As these exquisitely pampered victims of beauty stood snuggling to their 

wonderfully rich robes, the attendants slipped on their far less valuable, but still 

quite sensual thin silk versions.  

 

Next, they took the now yawning beauties by their hands, then led them into the 

next car, a sleeping car. It had started life as another extra-long cargo car, built in 

Ohio by Cross Railroads Incorporated. 

  

This car was also beautifully finished. It’s hall walls were burled walnut, with the 

same copper gilded ceiling as the first car. This car had been divided into six, seven 

by six-foot bedrooms, on their right side.  

 

Between the bedrooms, a four-foot-wide-bar with electrically warmed and ice-

cooled refreshments, biscuits, and sweet exotic fruits. On both ends of this car, 

another small but beautifully equipped and appointed restroom. 

 

Each latching bedroom door held a plaque with the first name of the Beautiful 

Buckeye assigned to it.  

 

Beside each bedroom door, an electric light switch, controlling the Edison Electric 

ceiling lamp inside. A second switch was mounted on the wall right beside the bed.  
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Typical sleeping compartments on trains had windows, but no electricity. This car 

had solid walls with ship-like portholes painted on them. Each round window had 

a stunning view of boats and tropical islands. Under Edison’s electric light, these 

windows looked as real as if Michelangelo painted them. 

 

However, this early morning flow of gifts, or call them prepayments for performing 

one tune for the leaders of nations, was nowhere close to over yet.  

 

On the table beside each bed, several pieces of milk chocolate sat on a sandalwood 

chest, about the size of a shoebox. Only Dolly had ever even tasted milk chocolate 

before.  

 

Until 1903, when Milton Hershey invented a process to mass-produce milk 

chocolate, it was an extremely rare delicacy that only reached the mouths of the 

wealthiest Europeans.  

 

Each sandalwood chest also had the name of its Buckeye Beauty inlaid in her 

birthstones and gold. 

 

Inside each chest, hundreds of the highest quality gems, masterfully set into 

several dozen gold and platinum rings, necklaces, earrings, and bracelets. Tiffany 

& Company had matched the style, taste, and personality of each lovely lady. 

 

It can be challenging to buy gifts that your sweetheart will adore. But a box packed 

with Tiffany jewelry may provide a good chance of success. 

 

However, chinchilla sheets, cashmere pillows, baby alpaca underbelly down-filled 

comforters, designer wardrobes, world-class food, excellent wines (spiked with 

old-world herbal happy-dust), topped off with their Tifiny treasure chests, gave 

these Buckeye Beauties pleasant dreams, to launch a nightmare.   
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5. February 1882 
 

About four months after Commander Hayes and his buddy Thomas Edison began 

supervising the construction of Orphan’s secret underground base, Edison told the 

former president about a fantastic young inventor that he was recruiting from 

Europe.  

 

This fellow had invented an electric motor so efficient, that several engineering 

professors concluded that aliens from another world, likely Mars, had explained it 

to him.  

 

Edison wanted him to refine his Direct Current (D/C) electrical systems 

components so that he could electrify New York, then the world. 

 

However, Edison, who was secretly designing the systems for Orphan Control, 

could not help but think how this young engineer would be ideal for developing 

Orphan’s secret equipment.  

 

“Rud, this kid’s brain sees prototypes three maybe four generations out. I want 

him to do this for my products. However, he would be ideal for developing the 

secret technologies that Orphan will need, which I can’t sell, anyways.” 

 

“Al, America is an infant at international espionage; some nations have had covert 

networks spying on their neighbors for thousands of years. We need to develop 

new technologies that will help us catch up.” 

   

“Since you made sure I had secret funding I needed in 78, I would be willing to 

share him with Orphan, as long as you reimburse my company for the hours, he 

works for you.” 

 

“Do you think a foreigner can be trusted with our national security?”     

 

“He loves his homeland Croatia, and its citizens love him.” 

“But Croatia is occupied by Hungary, and its king is so frightened of him, he keeps 

agents posted in his home laboratory telling him what to develop, instead of what 

he wants.” 
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“They watch every move he makes, so he has no interest in giving them anything.” 

“He sees America as an island of intellectual freedom.” 

 

Hayes responded, “Tyrant leaders fear that an independent inventor will invent 

their demise. It still concerns me to involve a foreigner in a top-secret program that 

most congressmen and senators won’t even know exists.” 

“But, since you say he is an amazing inventor, he most certainly is.” 

 

“Oh, he is.” 

 

“I want to meet him. We have almost limitless funding to develop secret 

technologies.” 

“Does the guy speak English?” 

 

“Yes, Indeed, perfectly, I hear,” Edison laughed. 

“He speaks and writes in eight languages and understands dozens. He has even 

invented a language that the Hungarians don’t understand.” 

 

“Like Griselda,” Hayes muttered. 

 

“Griselda?” 

 

“Just thinking aloud.” 

 

“Who is she?” 

 

“Griselda Grimm is the secretary I hired for Orphan Control.” 

“She smoothly ran the largest lunatic asylum on earth for six years, for a bigger 

lunatic than any of her inmates.” 

“Anyways, she has also invented a written language.” 

 

“A code?” Edison asked. 

 

“Yes, but more for speed than security. It lets her write over 150 words a minute, 

which is about as fast as I can speak. It just looks like one long scribble.” 

 

“How accurate is it?” 
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“I read a law book as fast as I could aloud for ten minutes. She wrote every word I 

stated correctly. She can also do this listening to German, French, or Spanish.” 

“Even though she lives constantly aroused, she does not screw up business, and 

her language abilities will be invaluable for Orphan.” 

 

“She sounds like a great find, Rud.” 

 

“Al, what I am about to spend a king’s ransom on, are trains that can travel at much 

greater speeds, safely.”  

“Is this something you would put this fellow on?” 

 

“Absolutely!” 

“Try not to make any major railroad purchases until I get him moved in.” 

 

“When will he be here?” 

 

“Four to six weeks.”  

 

“Okay, sounds great.” 

“What’s his name?” 

 

“Tesla, Nicola Tesla.”  
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Young Nicola Tesla  
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6. Friday, March 7th, 1885 almost 3:00 AM 
 

Twenty feet below the crest of Sullivant’s Hill, inside what Hayes called the 

“war-room,” Sarah’s usually playful lover Colin Mclaughlin was distraught. 

  

“Mr. President,” Mclaughlin told Commander Hayes, “I need to kill these Turds 

before they harm her! They probably have her in chains!”  

 

Over the 20 years Hayes had known Mclaughlin, he had never seen him upset.  

 

Even though they had been together for most of a decade, Sarah was unaware 

that Colin was also a covert federal agent. Being Columbus’s other musical 

superstar, second only to her in popularity (locally), was a terrific cover for him 

and Orphan. Villains would invite this almost famous visiting band leader into 

their worlds.  

 

She knew that in his late teens, Colin was an almost undefeated tavern boxer 

and a Union Army spy who knocked out several Confederate assassins’ just 

seconds before they would have filled General Ulysses S. Grant with bullet 

holes. 

 

She also knew that (from age eight), Colin was raised at an Orphanage along 

Columbus’s ‘Irish Broadway,’ run by Father John Furlong of Saint Patrick’s 

Church. There several musically gifted nuns forced two hours a day of music 

creation on all the children, which provided the church with an abundance of 

musical entertainment every Sunday.  

 

Hayes responded, “Son, they are not going to harm her!” 

 

“What makes you so sure?” 

 

“They just spent a fortune pulling this mission off, likely over a thousand dollars” 

(back when thousands were more like millions).  

“If they wanted to hurt them, they would have just blown up their coach, with 

a dollars’ worth of dynamite.” 

“This was a complex mission, executed with military precision.” 
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“They likely used a dozen or more highly trained pros, hiding among the throngs 

of people this town hosted last night.” 

 

“Screw those Turds!”  

 

“Colin, anger will impair your thoughts. Pull yourself together, or I will have to 

use other agents to track them down.” 

 

Hayes joined the search at the train station around midnight, as building 

searches by local and federal marshals, and a horde of reporters continued.  

 

At 1:42 am, Hayes boarded an ‘Orph’ (short for “Orphan Ambulance”), which 

then zipped him to Orphan Control, about six miles west of Union Station.  

 

Before Hayes left the opera house, at about 11:30 last night, he sent the first 

Orphan Agent, enormous Lemont Freeman, to Orphan Control, to call a 5 am 

emergency meeting, using another recent invention, the telephone.  

 

Even though the man credited for inventing the telephone, Boston University 

professor Alexander Bell, was at last night’s show, he had no clue that the first 

telephone switchboard in Central Ohio was at Orphan Control.  

 

Hayes despised Bell. “That creep never knew a telephone could exist until his 

attorney (Gardiner Hubbard) slipped examiner Zenas Wilber a $100 bribe for a 

copy of Elisha Gray’s patent application.” 

“Then another $100 to approve a copy prepared in Bell’s name, that Wilber also 

dated just two hours earlier.”  

 

Hayes, like Elisha Gray, Thomas Edison, the Wright brothers, and many of 

America’s greatest inventors were from Ohio. Gray was not ruined by having his 

telephone patent hijacked by Bell’s attorney. Hayes helped him raise the 

funding to open Bell Telephone's largest competitor, Western Electric. 

 

Hayes made sure that Gray built Orphan’s secret switchboard, which connected 

all Secret Service offices, major police departments, military command centers, 

the Whitehouse, and the homes of four Secret Service commanders.  
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Its large sign sat about five hundred feet north of the hospital, along the National 

Trail (Rt 40, West Broad St.). The sign hid some of the underground base’s 

ventilation system fans while ensuring that every (literate) person passing would 

know that this was, “The National Hospital for Orphan Children – Opened 1883.”  

 

 “Mr. President, do you think they intend to squeeze Lester Kilbourne (Sarah’s 

father) for ransom money?” Colin asked. 

 

“No, that makes no sense for three reasons.” 

“One, they nabbed all six girls.” 

“The Kilbourne's are certainly better off than most families, but they are not 

loaded. There were at least two dozen far wealthier men here last night. But 

ransom was the motive they would have nabbed others.” 

“Son, it’s been over five years since I was your president, so when are you going 

to start calling me, Rud?” Hayes asked Colin to help lighten his mood. 

 

Colin chuckled a bit as he said, “I’m not sure about that, Mr. President.” 

 

By 3:20 am, four Orphan and six Secret Service agents were seated in the war-

room, and nearly a dozen more were still coming.   

 

“Here is what we know so far. Hopefully, we will know far more in minutes.” 

“Since the coach could not have escaped to the east, north or west, the only road 

it could have used was to leave, was High Street heading south, right in front of 

a thousand people looking for it, which did not happen.” 

 

“So, they are either still in the area, or they left by rail.”  

 

Lemont added, “I just came back. Six Clydesdales, a coach, and six screaming 

ladies would be impossible to hide there for this long, Boss.” 

“They had to have left the city by train.”  

 

Hayes continued, “Likely. According to Union Station records, between 11:00 last 

night and 3:00 this morning, nine trains stopped here long enough to transfer 

passengers or cargo.” 
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“Five were only pulling passenger cars, which were here for less than four 

minutes, inside the concourse, in plain view” (The concourse had dim 

gaslighting).  

“The longest passenger train drew eleven cars, packed with potential witnesses.” 

“The other four trains were pulling 84 to 121 cargo cars. These only had four to 

eight workers aboard, and were loaded or unloaded inside warehouses, where 

the train station’s workers and travelers would not have seen them.” 

 

Hayes continued, “I have helped plan hundreds of clandestine missions since 61. 

Squeezing that mission through a four-minute window in front of countless 

witnesses is a recipe for failure. So, we can all but eliminate passenger trains.” 

“However, we are still having all of them searched.” 

 

Secret Service Supervisor (and another former Union Army General) Lester Moss 

then entered and began updating: “No time for hellos, fellows.” 

“Between 5:12 last evening and 3:44 this morning, parked trains, that brought 

dignitaries and reporters, and a flooded streetcar tunnel, blocked all coach traffic 

from moving north past Union Station on Third Street, Grant or High Street.” 

“That coach could not have continued rolling north.” 

 

“That leaves only one possibility, that coach entered one of the buildings in the 

railroad complex.” 

“It could still be there. However, it is most likely that your ladies, their captors, 

and their coach left Columbus by rail.” 

 

Colin rolled his eyes at Lemont as if to say, “Tell us what we don’t know.” 

 

Moss continued, “So far 16 federal agents, 12 guards from Fort Hayes, most of a 

hundred local constables, and the bounty hunter Willy Wags, with his 

bloodhounds, have searched all eleven buildings, and found almost nothing.” 

 

He continued, “However the hounds became excited inside the locomotive 

maintenance building, but the only unusual thing we found inside was this strip 

of sticky cloth,” Moss reported as he handed the stuff to Hayes. 
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“Commander, that is called adhesive tape,” Lemont Freeman stated.  

 

“What is adhesive tape?” Moss asked.  

  

“It is a secret product that instantly binds things together, patches holes, and has 

many other uses.” 

 

“We have a case of it over in development,” Hayes replied as he handed that 

scrap to Colin. 

 

Holding it up to one of the two extra-large light bulbs above the war room’s table, 

Colin added, “No secret anymore.”  

   

Moss continued, “All the evidence, or should I say the lack of it, indicates that 

this coach, the perpetrators, and the six girls departed on either one of two cargo 

trains that left the city between 11:11 last night and 1:22 this morning.” 

“Most likely, the eastbound at 1:22.” 

“I say this because the northbound was already rolling 12 minutes after the 

hijacking. This time is highly improbable because this stagecoach is almost two 

feet taller than enclosed cargo cars. It could not fit inside one.” 

“The twenty coaches used last night came to Columbus on ten flatbed cars, 

which are still parked here. No other flatbeds were here last night.” 

“If they used a flatbed car to escape, they would have been easily spotted.” 

According to the station, not one flatbed car had rolled through Columbus since 

10:10 yesterday morning.” 

 

Moss continued, “The only way that coach could have left town inside a cargo 

car is if they removed its wheels and suspension first.” 

“But to dismantle it, then secure it, six huge horses and six screaming victims in 

twelve minutes seems nearly impossible.” 

 

“If well-rehearsed by dedicated mercenaries, could 12 minutes be possible?”, 

Hayes asked. 
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“That would have required a highly skilled team, after months of rehearsing, 

which is not likely. Something slowing them down for even one minute, they 

would miss their train.” 

 

Lemont asked, “If they controlled when that first cargo train departed, they 

could have held up its departure until they were ready.” 

 

“We already considered that possibility. This train’s departure was scheduled for 

11:11 last night, and it left on time. So, likely, the culprits did not have that much 

control.” 

“I have never seen this level of effort put into a kidnapping before.”   

 Moss continued, “By 1:20, I had wired ahead of both trains. By 2:00, local 

marshals and deputies were already searching them. By 2:30, they had inspected 

every car without finding any trace of the ladies, horses, or coach.” 

“Both trains are still being searched as I arrived here.” 

 

Hayes added, “If six enormous horses, six likely hysterical ladies, and one large 

stagecoach were still aboard either, we would have found them by now.” 

“If they were aboard a train, they were removed before the searches began.”  

Moss agreed. 

 

Agent Freeman then asked Moss, “Have there been similar seizures?” 

 

“Nothing this brazen. I have never seen anything similar. What is ridiculous is this 

happened in front of an army of reporters, several mounted police, and at least 

six Secret Service agents.” 

“These criminals must have wanted headlines, or they could have nabbed these 

dancers after any other show.” 

 

“These guys must have nuts like cannonballs!” Orphan agent Thomas 

Zimmerman added. 

 

Moss continued, “Extreme confidence in their abilities, to say the least.” 

“However, there are other kidnappings that may be connected.” 
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“Over the last twenty-two months, including last night, 66 ladies, all considered 

beautiful, have vanished without a trace, and there have been no ransom 

requests.” 

 

“That’s odd, any other common denominators?” Hayes asked. 

 

“Well, we are not sure if they have meaning, but there are several similarities.”  

“First, excluding Vermont, all sixty-six disappearances happened in every other 

state above the Mason-Dixon line, yet not one below.” 

 

“That has to mean something, do we have any suspects for those 

disappearances?” Hayes asked. 

 

“Only one, and only circumstantial,” Moss replied. 

“However, this could explain why they are all Northern ladies.” 

“There is a secret alliance between dozens of private social clubs that popped up 

in the southern states. They are known as the “White Knights.” 

“This shadowy coalition operates like an organized crime club.”  

 

“Shadowy?” Hayes asked. 

 

“The White Knights don’t promote themselves; they never put their name in 

print, beyond the initials WN.” 

 

“When did they start operating?” 

 

“We know that five years before the war, they were using intimidation and 

murder to silence some northern newspaper publishers, editors, and journalists, 

who were demanding a nationwide end to slavery.” 

“When Lincoln declared war, they became a full-service crime organization 

covertly attacking northern manufacturers, leaders, military, and railroad 

infrastructure.” 

“Because intimidation, extortion, and blackmail usually go unreported, we 

believe their operation is far more powerful than what we see.”  

 

“What else do you know about them?” 
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“Each team operates independently, as if not affiliated with any other team, so 

even torture can’t expose others. But this military level of precision is their 

common denominator.” 

 

“How many White Nights have we incarcerated?” Hayes asked. 

 

“Well, ah, we have never found enough evidence or witnesses to nail one. As 

soon as they believe we suspect one, they vanish.” 

“It is like they stay a full step ahead of us. We get a lead, then find something 

cleaned and abandoned.”   

“Besides these White Knights, we have not seen crimes executed with such a 

high level of precision.” 

“If that coach and ladies have left Columbus, which it appears they have, I don’t 

think we have covert forces capable of pulling that mission as smoothly or 

invisibly.” 

 

“How they switched steel pins for toothpicks in front of those whipmen is a trick 

we need in our bags. They also seem to implement our technologies, like that 

sticky strip, before they are made public,” Moss said as he pointed at it on the 

table.  

 

He continued, “Brittan, France, Germany, Spain, and other European nations 

have undercover strike teams with this level of precision. But there were 

immensely more valuable targets here last night for kingdoms wanting to steal 

our latest technologies.” 

“Unless some tyrant king wants six of Ohio’s prettiest girls for his private 

entertainment, this was a domestic operation.” 

  

“Did anyone report seeing anything unusual here last night?” Hayes asked. 

 

“Mr. Peter T. Legend, the show’s producer, said that the coach driver appeared 

to be extremely tall.” 

“He also thinks he saw someone else moving on top of the coach as it sped off.”  

 

“He told me the same things,” Hayes added. 
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 “What else have you connected to this?” Hayes asked.  

 

“This,” Moss said as he spread a map over the table.   

“We marked all the locations of crimes we now suspect the White Knights of.” 

 

After Hayes and the agents looked it over, Hayes told Moss, “I thought you said 

that all of these kidnappings happened in the Northern States.” 

“Commander, this shows more kidnappings down south than up here.”  

 

“Yes, but those southern abductions could not be confused with these white 

ladies; almost all of those were large brown-skinned men, many were once 

slaves.”  

“It is as if these abductors leave pretty Southern girls alone.” 

 

“That is a clue,” Hayes responded. 

 

“Most of those men were taken from the lower half of Louisiana.” 

 

“Big powerful dark-skinned men!?” Lemont asked, who happened to be an 

enormous former slave, who was also born in Southern Louisiana.  

 

“Hundreds of them, maybe a thousand, have vanished without a trace.” 

“We did not suspect the White Knights of these southern abductions until just 

over a week ago.” 

“We assumed that most of those men just disappeared on their own, or possibly 

one of those Southern clans had been killing them, then burying their bodies.”  

 

 “I don’t buy that. If those were hate crimes, they would want mutilated bodies 

found,” Hayes rejected. 

“They must have had another motive.” 

 

“Like enslaving those guys to do something they can’t or won’t do themselves,” 

Lemont added. 
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“They might still be alive,” Hayes added before asking Moss, “How did we 

connect those Confederate spies to these disappearances?” 

  

“Less than two weeks ago, two big brown men from New Orleans reported being 

kidnapped, then shipped to a large industrial base, built around a hidden bay, on 

an island in the Gulf.” 

“But, they escaped before they were unloaded.” 

 

“Details, man?” 

 

“Ten days ago, these two former slaves appeared at the New Orleans Navy 

base.” 

“They told the guards that they “were hit by little darts” as they walked home 

from their jobs, replacing brick-pavement.” 

“The next thing they remembered was waking up inside an ancient prison along 

with twelve other large men, already chained and shackled.” 

“From there, they were then loaded directly into an old cargo boat, which took 

them to that island base.“ 

“They said that the men guarding the place were wearing Confederate uniforms. 

” 

 “After hearing this, those navy base guards turned those two over to their 

command center so that officers could interrogate them.” 

“They told Admiral Forti that just before sunrise, at gunpoint, they were all 

chained together and loaded onto the cargo section of an old single mast (small) 

cargo ship.”  

“They spent about a day and a half bobbing around before reaching that hidden 

bay. 

“When they boarded, the boat was flying old glory, but when they docked, it was 

flying a blue flag with a white cross.” 

“It was not the holy cross; it was like the X cross of the Confederate flag, but with 

only one star, a blue one in the cross’s center.” 

 

 “Which nation flies that flag, Commander?” 

 

“We can’t tell, it is unknown, we had never seen it before.” 
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Lemont inserted, “Without the star, that is the flag of Scotland.” 

 

“He may be right,'' Moss told Hayes. 

 

“Maybe!” Lemont inserted as if he had just been insulted.  

 

“I see no benefit for those two fellows to make this up,” Hayes remarked.  

 

“Me neither,”  Moss said before continuing.   

“Anyways, before they arrived at that base, one of them twisted his shackles, 

and they shattered; he then helped his buddy break free.” 

“He told the admiral, “the things were badly corroded.”  

 

“Damn right they broke!” Lemont (who was famous during his teenage years, for 

crushing softer rocks with his dinner plate sized hands), blurted.  

 

Moss continued, “They held their broken shackles in place, hoping for a chance 

to escape.”  

“Also, when they were brought back onto the deck at this facility, they claimed 

to see a dozen or so ‘pretty‘ white ladies being led up a gangway onto a large 

ship docked beside their boat. The said that ship was flying a solid blood-red 

flag.” 

 

“What country flies a solid blood-red flag?” Hayes asked Moss. 

 

“That would be Morocco,” Lemont instantly blurted.  

 

Moss explained, “As the sailors and soldiers were gawking and whistling at these 

poor ladies, those two men slid down some netting into the water behind their 

boat without being seen or heard.” 

“Soon, a search party was hunting on land and in their boat for them, but no one 

checked the water behind the boat.” 

“After sunset, they climbed back aboard, then hid under a large pile of old sails 

on the top deck, hoping that boat would return to New Orleans.”  

“Around sunrise, three sailors came aboard and set sail.” 
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“A day and a half later, they recognized the muddy Mississippi River Delta.” 

“About two hours later, when they knew they were approaching  New Orleans, 

they popped out and tossed the sailors overboard.” 

“They managed to cruise for another ten or fifteen miles, before grounding the 

old cargo boat onto the shore beside the Algiers district, where they lived.” 

“From there, they walked home.”  

 

“They said they did not trust the New Orleans police, so the next morning, they 

reported their story to the navy base.”   

“At first, Admiral Forti did not believe them.” 

“But as they spoke, a navy captain reported seeing an old cargo grounded into 

the shore beside Algiers.”    

 

“Did they say more about how they were taken?” Hayes asked. 

 

“Just after nightfall, they were walking home through the Algiers district, from 

their road work. The last thing they remembered was plucking a few tiny darts 

from their heads and neck.”  

 

 “I’d bet those darts delivered Dr. Awl’s patented Vampire Spit!” Hayes inserted. 

 

Colin then inserted, “We could use a few cases, Mr. President.” 

 

Did they determine which island?” Hayes asked Moss.  

 

“They asked them if they had seen white sand and turquoise-colored water.” 

“They had not, so they were sure they had not reached the Caribbean.”  

“They did say this was a huge island because they were near it from early 

morning until long after dark during their return voyage.”  

 

“They were also asked about where the sun was for most of that time they spent 

beside the island.” 

“They said it remained on the other side of that boat from the island, which 

convinced Admiral Forti, and we agree, that this base must be somewhere along 

the Southern Coast of Cuba.” 
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“Unfortunately, the Cuban coast has always been off-limits to our ships without 

permission from Spain’s puppet Governor, Rickey Ricardo. So, we have never 

been close enough to notice an entrance to a hidden bay.”  

 

Hayes added, “Those two had to be telling the truth. They could not have made 

up seeing beautiful captive ladies because they would not have known anything 

about this.”  

 

Hayes added, “They connected beautiful enslaved ladies and big hijacked men at 

the same place, by the same people, before we did. That is too large of a 

coincidence, to not be true.” 

“A Cuban base does lead to some foreign involvement. Spain still whips a quarter 

million slaves in Cuba, and King Alfonso was going to supply canons to the 

Confederacy while claiming neutrality, but he chickened out.” 

 

“I agree, but there is still more,” Moss said as he then presented Hayes with the 

next piece of strange evidence.”  

“Secret Service agents found an odd connection to these White Knights.” 

“After the break-in at Nicola Tesla’s New York home in 82, they left some 

evidence.” 

 

 “What? He never mentioned that to me,” Hayes popped. 

 

“Well, he reported it, and we investigated.” 

“The burglars left a tiny golden slug or coin, stamped with the only emblem that 

we had ever connected to the White Knights. It seems that this was intentionally 

left behind.” 

“We suspect this because Tesla said he had never seen it before, yet it was the 

only thing left on top of his desk after the incident.” 

“We believe the White Knights use it, or once used this symbol to verify members 

from other branches, like a secret handshake.” 

“On one side of the coin was that Cross with that tiny six-sided star in its center. 

On the other side, the initials, WN.” 

 

Orphan Agent Daniel Blair, who was once a Columbus Constable with Colin 

Mclaughlin, then enters the conference room with an important update.   
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“I believe we picked up their trail.” 

“Last night, about ten minutes after that northbound train departed, a flair 

warned its engineer of something blocking the tracks. It came to a stop for twelve 

minutes, while both boiler men walked forward to clear the rails.” 

“But, they found nothing.” 

 

Hayes, “Well, that means something.” 

“Keep talking, Danny.” 

  

“Several minutes after it halted, a short southbound train, pulling what the 

engineer thought was eight to ten cars, also came to a stop, almost beside his 

train.” 

“He said, “it was also stopped by a flair, lit after his train stopped.” 

“After his boilerman reported that nothing was blocking the rails, he rolled slowly 

for a couple of miles before returning to normal speed.” 

 

“Was there an alternating engineer?” 

 

“Yes, but he was sound asleep inside the caboose through the whole event.” 

 

Blair added, “That southbound is a mystery; it should not have been there. We 

don’t know where it came from or its destination.” 

 

“Boss, It is not that unusual for private trains to be unaccounted for; they often 

neglect to report their travels, even though that is a federal requirement,” 

Lemont explained. 

 

“Well, we know it was definitely heading south,” Blair explained.  

 

“What else do we know?” 

 

“Both trains stopped beside a center switching rail capable of transferring 

northbound cars to the southbound rail.” 

“A well-trained crew could have moved several cargo cars onto this center switch 

track in five minutes.” 
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“Also, since 1881, eight cargo cars, all carrying precious cargo, vanished from 

trains along this route. Two of these were hauling 300 of Edison’s spotlights 

when they were top-secret.” 

 

Speaking aloud to no one in particular, Hayes declared, “Two trains stopped at 

the same switch at the same time, with fake blocking issues. We have picked up 

their trail!” 

 

Hayes looked at Blair and said, “Good work, I’d bet my ranch that phantom train 

is heading south to New Orleans.”  

“Since we discovered the switch so soon, we should be able to rescue them 

before they arrive!” 

 

Hayes began calculating on paper, “Let’s see, it’s 3:53, so they have been rolling 

at forty-five to fifty miles an hour for about four hours. That puts them about, 

um….” 

 

“180 to 200 miles away by now, provided they are not hiding somewhere, Boss," 

Lemont blurted before Hayes could calculate.   

 

“Well, that puts them ah.” 

 

“Approaching Central Kentucky by now,” Lemont instantly responded. 

 

“We can still intercept them!” 

Hayes said before telling Colin and Lemont, “get to communications. (the room 

with Orphan’s telephone switchboard, and a dozen telegraphs). Contact Colonel 

Sanders in Kentucky and Captain Crockett in Memphis.” 

“Call Crockett first. It’s likely too late for the Colonel’s men to catch them.” 

“Tell Crockett this is a ‘code A’ emergency, so his men can stop and search every 

train heading south from Memphis.” 

“Make damn-sure that he knows what to look for!”  

 

Hayes was right about everything, other than one small assumption. Because it 

was already heading south, he assumed that the southern switch north of 
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Columbus must have been their final trick before heading south to New Orleans. 

It wasn’t.   

 

As soon as it crossed the 14th Street Bridge into Louisville Kentucky (from 

Clarksville Indiana), it switched to an easterly heading along the Ohio River. At 

Huntington West Virginia, it turned onto a southeast rail then casually rolled 

through the Allegheny mountains, into Central Georgia. 

  

Just south of Atlanta, it switched to a southwest track, then rolled through 

Alabama before heading west through Biloxi, Mississippi. From there, it would 

enter Louisiana from the east, just 25 miles north of the Gulf of Mexico.   

 

Coming from the east, instead of from the north, prevented this train from being 

suspected, stopped, or searched. 

 

Anyways, Hayes told Agent Blair, “Contact all federal offices, and marshals in 

New Orleans and nearby towns.” 

“Find out everything they know about Northern ladies, and large dark 

Southerners disappearing, and a group called the White Knights.” 

“Also, get a list of privately-owned prisons and forts in Louisiana.’ 

 

Moss added, “This almost has to be an ancient French structure on the banks of 

the Mississippi River.” 

 

Through the compound’s intercom (a telephone), Hayes told Griselda Grim, who 

was already at her desk in the orphan hospital’s lobby 90 feet above. “Call Tesla; 

he is at the Westinghouse Development beside Central Station” (New York City). 

“Tell him I need him and Orph six here today, and that this is a class A 

emergency,” (meaning that full speed is approved). 

“Tell him to be very careful.” 

 

Griselda had been the secretary running Columbus’s frightening Lunatic Asylum 

on the east side of Sullivan’s Hill, two miles east of Orphan Control, on the road 

into Columbus.  
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Three years earlier, her old boss of twenty-four years, Dr. William Awl, the 

original superintendent of Ohio’s over-abundance of lunatic and imbecile 

asylums, retired so that he could breed enormous (turkey-sized) vampire bats.  

 

Dr. Awl loved these hideous blood-sucking monsters like you may love your pet 

cat or dog, but he went into the vampire bat breeding business to harvest their 

saliva.  

 

Those South American monsters would swoop down on large animals or people 

and nip them in flight. They would return a few moments after their victim 

passed out, to rip open a vein, then feast on their blood. 

  

“Their spit makes an excellent knock-out anesthetic for surgery, and apparently, 

fine knock-out tips for darts.” 

 

Anyways, Dr. Awl’s replacement, a Dr. Bruce B. Lame, kicked Griselda out of the 

apartment that Dr. Awl had provided for her in one of the asylum’s 14 towers.  

 

Dr. Lame also ordered her to stop ‘boinking’ the lunatics, so she was more than 

happy to switch to the new Orphan Hospital when she heard it was coming, just 

a couple miles further west. 

 

Hayes gave her a one-room apartment inside the new hospital, which was a 

win/win for everyone involved. This way, she could be at her desk at a 

moment’s notice, and she still worked at home.  

 

To picture Gresilda, imagine a cross between the spooky entertainer Elvira and 

that Trailor Nasty comedian, Vicki Barbolak. 

 

Before Moss left, he added, “Commander, there is one more interesting fact 

about all of these missing beauties that may or may not be significant.” 

“What is it?” 

“Not one brunet, all sixty-six missing ladies have either blond or red hair.” 
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7. April of 1882 
 

Several months after Edison told Orphan Commander Hayes about bringing Tesla 

to America, Hayes stopped by the Edison Lighting Laboratory in New York City, to 

meet the young genius.   

 

After about twenty-five minutes of hearing about Croatia in perfect English, Edison 

had to rush off to deal with a fight between several of his engineers in one of his 

labs, leaving the former president and Tesla alone in his office. 

 

“This is such a wonderful country. I have decided to become an American citizen,” 

Nicola told Hayes. 

“In Croatia, an American can only be an American, but here, a Croatian can be an 

American!” 

 

“That’s very true, my friend. Most American families came from the old countries.” 

“My family came from Scotland over 200 years ago.” 

“In most nations, the government decides its people’s business. Here the 

government encourages its citizens to invent new products, new business, and 

new technologies.”  

“Our citizens create our nation’s business instead of the other way around.” 

 

“Hopefully, someday the rest of the world will learn such a lesson,” Tesla 

responded. 

 

“When despots control by force, like in almost all other countries, they worry that 

the inventive citizens that they repress, will invent their demise.” 

“Here, citizens vote our leaders in and out, so they don’t worry about being 

deposed by inventive citizens.” 

“Because of freedom, our nation now provides most of the world's newest 

technologies.” 

“We learned a great lesson. The more powerful our citizens become, the more 

powerful our nation, and thus our leaders also become.” 
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“Nicola, the United States of America cares for every citizen, rich or poor, equally, 

and with equal respect. No other nation enforces the same laws for everyone, well 

everyone besides the president!” 

“Even the poorest orphan child is as important to our future as any congressman, 

general, or senator.” 

“My great friend President Garfield, rest his soul, put me in charge of America’s 

newest citizen help program.” 

 

“Really?” 

  

“It’s called ‘The National Orphan Relief Agency,’ NORA for short. We are now 

opening it to provide America’s poor orphan children, rapid emergency medical 

care, as well as many other health and educational services.” 

 

“I have never heard of a government with such compassion for its lowliest 

citizens,” Tesla responded. 

 

“I know!” 

“I have just started construction of a hospital for America’s Orphan Children.” 

“We are building it in the center of our enormous railroad network so that we can 

bring them in for the finest medical care as rapidly as possible.” 

“Did you know that private American companies have built more miles of railroad 

than all other nations on earth combined?”  

 

“Yes, I read all I can on railroad technology, it captivates me.” 

 

“I intend to have that hospital operating in six months.” 

  

“You should tell the world about this,” Tesla replied. 

 

“We would rather show them then tell them.” 

“Here in America, we lead by example.” 

 

“What a wonderful caring nation!” 

 

“So true, Nicola.” 
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“But we are having a bit of a dilemma, that Al (Edison) thought you could help us 

with.” 

 

“I’ll try.” 

 

“I need to maximize the speed that trains can move along our existing network so 

that we can retrieve these poor critically injured orphan babies as fast as humanly 

possible, to save far more of their lives.” 

 

“How wonderful!” 

 

“Mathematicians from Washington University determined that we could retrieve 

these dreadfully injured orphan children much faster if the hospital operates a 

private fleet of locomotives.” 

“If we just used passenger trains, these poor babies would be delayed at every 

station along the way.” 

“We will save far more of their lives if we avoid these stops.” 

 

“Of course.” 

 

“Then, we can save a great many more if we can safely increase the speed of our 

trains on the nation’s existing tracks.” 

 

“That makes sense, sir.” 

 

“Please call me, Rud.” 

 

“I’ll try, sir, but that is like calling King Charles, Chuck.” 

 

“My term as president ended, that is the way this country works. Now I’m just 

Rud.” 

 

“That does not seem right.” 

 

“Also, by using our private trains, we can bring a doctor and an emergency car, so 

he can set broken bones, start treatments, and stabilize these poor babies before 

they even reach the hospital.”  
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“That is beautiful, ah, sir,” Nicola said. 

 

“However, before I start spending our hard-working taxpayer’s dollars on these 

trains, I wanted to hear any ideas you could offer about maximizing the speed of 

our ah, Orphan Ambulances.” 

 

“Do you have a locomotive preference?” 

 

“They must be built in the USA.” 

 

Tesla asked, “How many cars will these Orphan Ambulances pull?” 

 

“No more than six, five if the coal bin is part of the locomotive.”  

 

Tesla answered, “Allow me to ponder this for a few evenings before you place any 

orders.” 

 “I have read the specifications on every locomotive that is in production.” 

“They build them in six European countries, India, China, Japan, but most are 

American.” 

 

“Naturally,” Hayes responded. 

 

“Sir, maximizing speed has never been the objective for locomotive design; they 

are about pulling power.” 

“The smallest is designed to pull 20 or fewer lightly loaded cars. The largest haul 

up to 600 heavy-cargo-cars.” 

“If only pulling five cars, you will not need large machines to reach far greater 

speeds.” 

 

“Okay,” Hayes said as Tesla noticed his confused expression. 

 

“Modern locomotives are like big plow horses, great for hauling heavy loads a long 

way, but unloaded they cannot keep up with racehorses, half their size.” 

 

“Of course.” 
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“There is no market for high-speed locomotives. Their primary design objective is 

how many tons they can pull uphill. Racehorse versions are not being mass-

produced.” 

“Since speed has never been a design priority, most locomotive components will 

need to be redesigned for speed.”  

 

“Certainly.” 

 

“For a speed first design, likely every component will need to be redesigned and 

prototyped, then likely re-engineered again, which will be costly and time-

consuming.” 

“A much faster lower-cost approach would be to reengineer some components of 

existing locomotives. But these would not be nearly as quick as fresh designs that 

prioritize speed.” 

 

“I understand this, Nicola; I have been in charge of developing new technologies 

since the war.” 

 

“The war?” 

 

“Oh, you were not here. In the 60s, America fought an ugly war between states to 

end slavery, which cost nearly a million lives.”  

 

“That’s sad.”   

 

“Yes, it was, but it ended slavery here.” 

 

“Before I start designing, I  need to know which approach to take.” 

 

“We are the nation developing the future. We want all the speed that is safely 

possible on America’s tracks. Funding is whatever is needed.” 

“We just want to save more of these innocent babies, which is more important 

than money.” 

“On the other hand, the hospital needs these Orphan Ambulances as soon as 

possible, so could you develop both?”  

 

“I am overwhelmed, what an amazing price for just helping unwanted children!” 
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“However. I have already committed my time to Mr. Edison.” 

 

“Al has already cleared you for all the time we need.” 

 

“This is exciting.” 

 

“Yes, it is. Have you heard of 

George Westinghouse?” 

 

“He is the genius that invented air 

brakes.” 

 

“He is a close friend of mine. He 

designs and builds hundreds of 

locomotive components, and I 

have already spoken to him about 

you.” 

 

“Really!” 

 

“Yes, he is a big fan of yours.” 

“He was so impressed by your 

dynamo, that he has already 

incorporated them into his newest 

products.” 

“He was thrilled when I mentioned the possibility of working with you, and he 

already owns facilities where we can build these rail ambulances.”  

 

Tears began rolling down Tesla’s cheeks. “It feels wonderful to be part of a nation 

where it’s most powerful men care so much about the poorest children, who they 

don’t even know.” 

“You and this nation are more inspiring than I ever imagined!” Tesla said as he 

stood up and saluted the former president. 

 

The sobbing genius continued, “I can’t imagine ever leaving this country! I love it 

here! This nation is the hope for humanity!” 
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“We are just as happy to have you here, son.” 

 

Still standing with his head bowed down, “I hope someday that I can reflect your 

level of decency.”   

"I will begin penciling the swiftest locomotive ever designed when I arrive home 

this evening.” 

  

Suddenly, feeling like a jerk for pushing that unfortunate orphan story on Tesla, 

Hayes could no longer look him in the eye, or even continue the discussion.  

So he jumped up, holding his belly. 

“Sorry to run, Nicola. I need to get to the toilet. My gut is about to blow!” 

“I am honored to have your help. I can’t wait to see what you come up with!” Hayes 

yelled as he ran out of Edison’s office. 

 

“Down the hall on your right, Sir!” Tesla yelled back.  

 

A few days later, Tesla was excited to show his boss (Edison) his first sketches of 

NORA’s Orphan Ambulance. 

 

His slick-looking little train instantly excited Edison’s innovative mind, much like 

car-guys when seeing a fantastic new vehicle design.  

 

After looking it over, Edison asked, “Where did you hide the canon, flamethrowers, 

and Gatling guns?” 

 

“The whats?!” Tesla responded. 

 

Edison continued, “Those weapons will need instant release functions, and 

continuous mechanical or maybe even electrical reloading.” 

“All three systems must also be controlled, aimed, and fired by just one agent 

inside the weapons control car.” 

 

“Why would Director Hayes want a child’s ambulance armed with such weapons?” 

 

“Oh shit!” Edison thought as he realized that Hayes only asked him to help design 

a super-fast ambulance. “Ha, ha, ha,  I was just pulling your leg, Nicola,” Edison 

finally responded. 
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“Pulling my leg? You did not touch me.” 

 

“That means I was just joking with you.” 

 

It only took about one more second for this young genius to realize what he was 

designing. Yet he was not upset with Hayes for lying about it; he was used to that, 

most European governments already had.  

 

He instantly began fantasizing missions with one of these rail rockets, to defend 

American freedoms and ways. 

 

Several days later, before heading back to Ohio, Hayes stopped by to see Tesla’s 

early sketches.   

Just before meeting with Nicola again, Edison told him that he had accidentally 

exposed the real intention behind Orphan Ambulances.  

 

When Tesla walked into Edison’s office, Hayes apologized, “Nicola, forgive me for 

not telling you the full story about these ambulances.” 

“Although it may seem like I lied to you, I just did not tell you everything.” 

 

“No problem, sir.” 

 

“These Orphan Ambulances will be used to rescue badly injured orphan children. 

However, they will also be used to help protect our nation’s security, which still 

protects our orphans.” 

 

“I understand, sir.” 

“NORA is already funding many projects to help America’s orphan children, like 

that hospital.” 

“Even the assets we confiscate from criminals are earmarked for orphanages.”  

 

“No problem, sir, I’m thrilled to be involved.” 

 

Since Edison spilled those beans, Tesla spent hours picturing himself as a secret 

agent, taking these speed machines on missions.   
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Over the next week, Hayes paid Edison Electric Lighting to set up a separate 

laboratory for Tesla, so he could work on these fast machines full time, which was 

a massive relief for the lightbulb inventor.  

 

Tesla was not working out the way Edison envisioned, refining his electrical system 

parts and devices.  

 

Initially, Edison thought that he and Tesla were much alike since both were great 

inventors. But they were as different as inventors could be.  

  

Tesla was a natural inventor, which is someone that notices mostly natural 

processes, then designs ways to apply them. 

  

Edison was not a natural inventor; however, he was likely history's most significant 

innovator.  An innovator is someone that develops existing devices to the point 

they become marketable products.  

 

Your teachers never mentioned that the electric Light bulb was invented by a guy 

named Joseph Swan, back when Thomas Edison was five years old.  

 

However, Swan’s carbonized paper filament would only last about an hour. At 

about $1 apiece (most of a week’s pay in 1852), Swan’s light bulbs were not 

marketable.  

 

By the time Edison tried 1701 other filaments, Swan’s patent had expired. Finely 

Edison tried a thin piece of carbonized wire (instead of paper), which burned 

indefinitely. Edison did not invent the light bulb; he just turned them into an 

affordable product.    

 

By the time he patented his filament, he was already world-famous for inventing 

the first sound recording device, the phonograph. 

  

Well, Edison did not invent the sound recorder either; its inventor was a French 

engineer named Edouard-Leon Scott de Martinville, when Edison was thirteen.  

 

On April 9, 1860, Martinville recorded the Au Clair de la lune (in the moonlight), 

using his invention he called the “phonautograph.”  
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Martinville’s sound player/recorder 

 

Martinsville’s recorded sound on a rotating cylinder, which was part of his 

machine. So, each device could only hold one song, so like Swan’s light bulb, this 

device was far too impractical to be successfully marketed.   

 

Edison added a removable wax cylinder to hold each recording, so his innovation 

turned Martinville’s invention into a massively popular product.  

 

This fundamental difference caused a rift between them. Edison had dozens of 

‘Direct Current’ components that he wanted Tesla to refine into market-ready 

parts for his vision of the nation’s electric network.   

 

However, Tesla soon told Edison, “These components are far too cumbersome for 

large scale electrical networks. Much smaller parts, charged with something I call 

‘Alternating Current Electricity,’ instead of a Direct Current, can deliver over 100 

times more electricity, over far longer distances, using 80-90% less copper.” 

“These components are a waste of my time; they need to be scrapped, not 

refined.” 

 

That was easy for Tesla to say.  
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However, Edison had already collected millions of dollars (billions today) from 

wealthy investors like JP Morgan and John D. Rockefeller, to develop DC 

distribution components. It would take Edison over a decade to admit that his DC 

system was far too inefficient for city-wide distribution networks. 

  

However, A/C vs. D/C was only half of the strain on their relationship. Back when 

Edison negotiated with Tesla to come to work for him, he agreed to allow him two 

40-minute naps each day during working hours, plus a full hour for lunch. 

 

Soon after Tesla arrived, dozens of Edison’s other engineers started requesting 

their nap time, and countless other things. So, Edison was happy to pass Nicola off 

to Orphan, inside a separate laboratory, where no one would see him napping.  

  

Several weeks later, Hayes introduced Tesla to George Westinghouse, who, like 

Nicola, was a natural inventor, and these two found inventive compatibility and 

enjoyed working together.   

 

Westinghouse also tried to tell Edison why his Direct Current system is far too 

inefficient for citywide distribution. But he believed that Westinghouse was a con-

artist trying to shove his patented devices into Edison’s network. 

 

About two months after Edison set up Tesla’s private lab, Nicola resigned to 

secretly start building Orphan’s first rail ambulance, at Westinghouse’s heavy-

industry development center, near New York’s Central Station.  
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8. 6:00 AM, March 7, 1885.  
 

Three years later, when Griselda reached Tesla on the phone, at around 6:00 am 

on March 7, 1885, he and George Westinghouse were already running final checks 

on the sixth Orph they had built together.  

 

For the previous five weeks, Tesla had been living inside this little train, parked 

inside Westinghouse’s Union Station facility. Because this place had real security, 

he had set up its surgical car, as his laboratory.    

 

This top-secret marvel, which will be hiding in plain sight as an ambulance for those 

poor little orphan children, had so many new features it was several generations 

ahead of the first five.  It was the first Orph that used almost all newly designed 

components.  

  

Since his temporary home was already on board, as soon as he had enough steam, 

about twenty-five minutes after Griselda’s call, he took off for Orphan Control in 

Ohio, completely alone.  

 

Piloting alone would have been impossible with his first five Orphs, or in any other 

locomotive in 1885, as they all needed boilermen (also called fireman), to feed coal 

into the locomotive’s boiler.  

 

This sixth Orph burned oil, delivered to the boiler through a vulcanized rubber 

hose, using an electric pump that Westinghouse’s engineers had built based on 

Tesla’s (one moving part) electric dynamo (motor, generator).  

  

That oil pump was attached to a 1000-gallon oil tank near the rear of this 

locomotive, where the first five Orphs had huge coal bins. Unlike those first five 

coal burners, this Orph ran on any oil that passed Tesla’s flame test.  

 

The first five Orphs carried a 1000-gallon water tank. The space saved by using oil 

instead of coal allowed this Orph to hold a 1500-gallon tub of water at the back of 

the locomotive, which provided a few extra features.  
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Tesla wanted the steam engine's water supply also to be used for bathing and 

exercise while agents are on route. It had a tin cover that would slide forward over 

the oil tank so that the tub could be opened to the sun or stars when in use. 

He also installed a pump to circulate water around the boiler and engine to heat 

the water so agents can use it year-round in any climate.  

 

The toilets on all Orphs just dumped on the tracks, no flushing here, so while inside 

Westinghouse’s building, Tesla kept a bucket under the one he used.  

 

George and Nicola had installed powerful versions of Tesla’s electric dynamos 

(motor/generators), inside each wheel of the five cars (not the locomotive). These 

devices gave this Orph far faster top end and curve speed. Compared to the five 

previous Orphs and all other trains, Orph Six seemed to have instant stopping 

power.  

 

The variable speed lever Tesla added to the engineer’s console allowed the driver 

to supplement the locomotive’s small steam engine with power from those electric 

motor/generators, something like a modern hybrid car.  

 

Because of their light-weight design and Westinghouse’s newest Air Brake 

prototypes, those first five Orphs were already the quickest stopping trains on the 

planet. By pulling this Orph’s drive lever rearward, the polarity in those dynamos 

reversed, turning them into an extremely efficient braking system. 

 

Orph Six could stop in about one-third of the distance those first five needed.  

 

Orph Six was also the first train with a two-speed transfer case, located between 

the steam engine drive shaft and wheels. At 40mph, the pilot could engage this 

second speed, doubling the final drive ratio like overdrive on a modern road car. 

Because the transfer case cut engine rotations in half, this also significantly 

increased oil and water mileage.  

 

However, likely the slickest secret performance feature this genius added to this 

Orph, he called “Magnetic Glue.”  

 

Magnetic Glue was a powerful electromagnet activated by Tesla’s swinging gravity 

switches. But instead of being mounted parallel to the tracks like those he used for 
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its regenerative brakes (to charge the Orph’s batteries), these switches were 

mounted crossways, activated only by the centrifugal forces during a high-speed 

curve. 

 

Combined with all the other new features like counterbalanced suspension and far 

lower height, this new Orph could zip around tight curves three times quicker than 

typical locomotives and nearly twice as fast as the first five Orphs.   

 

Westinghouse’s oil pump allowed this to be the first train that could travel across 

the country with only one (operator) person aboard. Tesla was the only person in 

New York that knew how to operate every system.   

 

This day he would average 96 miles per hour (155kph) between New York and 

Orphan Control (just west of Columbus). The official world speed record for any 

motorized vehicle in 1885, was 82.5 miles per hour.  

 

However, on a flat stretch of rail between Zanesville and Columbus, he reached 

149.5 miles an hour (240kph), nearly doubling that world record. It was so 

exhilarating he would tell Hayes, “That was the most fun I have ever had, by 

myself.”  

 

He could have also become world-famous for being the fastest man on earth. 

However, Orph performance statistics were Secret Service secrets, so officially, 

82.5mph would stand as the fastest speed ever reached until race car driver Arthur 

Duray broke it in 1903. 

 

When reporters asked Hayes, “How fast are the Orphan Hospital’s ambulances?”, 

his (and Orphan’s) standard reply, “Oh my! They are crazy-fast! We actually 

reached 75 miles an hour in our tests.” 
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9. Orphan Control, 6:14 am, March 7, 1885 
 

As soon as they finished making those calls, agents Mclaughlin and Freeman 

rushed back into the now dark war-room deep below the orphan hospital. They 

could only imagine Sarah and the other five beauties, terrified, abused, and 

shackled up like those big brown men.  

 

They both intended to immediately go after Sarah, Elizabeth, and the other four 

Buckeye Beauties, so to save time, before they left the switchboard, they called 

the garage and ordered Orph number three, and its crew warmed up. 

 

The war-room was now dark, so Lemont pulled the string that turned on the 

softball-sized 100-watt bulb in the ceiling.  

 

Up until a week earlier, this compound ran on one 1500-watt Direct Current 

system. It was so weak that every light bulb would shut off while one of the base’s 

two elevators were operating.  

 

Just three days before that big show, Edison’s engineers had finally finished 

installing a 60,000-watt Direct Current power plant, and enough batteries to fill a 

modern 2-car garage to its rafters.  

 

Anyways, Commander Hayes was still in the war room, slumped over the table, 

napping.  

 

“I think he’s asleep,” Colin whispered to Lemont. 

 

“I’m awake, just resting,'' Hayes said as he sat up. 

 

“Mr. President?” 

 

“Yes, Colin.” 

 

“We need to get to New Orleans as fast as we can. We already ordered number 

three to be readied for launch.” 

 

“Call it off!” 
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“If we have not recovered the ladies in the next six hours, and New Orleans still 

appears to be their destination, I’ll send you down there, along with Engineering 

Agent Tesla.” 

 

It is helpful to know that in 1885, secret agencies were still a new thing for the USA, 

so America’s undercover agents were not as professional as their modern 

counterparts.  

 

Colin pleaded, “Sir, those Turds are well-trained professionals.” 
“This mission may be our most dangerous yet. We can’t risk dragging that dorky 
bookworm along; the guy is a Lab Rat.” 
 
Lemont tacked on, “Yea Boss. I don’t think this is the right time for babysitting a 
new agent, either.”  
 
 “Mr. President, he can’t possibly keep up with us athletes! He’ll bog us down," 
Colin persisted. 
 

“He won’t slow you down or be in your way, boys.”  

 

Lemont added, “Boss, I’ll bet that dude has never thrown a punch or shot a gun! 

Croatians are not even allowed to have guns. Their Hungarian occupiers are afraid 

of being shot.” 

 
Colin added, “Mr. President, isn’t he in New York anyway? We will lose another 

day just bringing him here.”  

 

“No, he is somewhere in Pennsylvania by now, blasting his way over, piloting Orph 

Six, all by himself.” 

“You boys greatly underestimate him, as I did.” 

“Not only did he pass all of the Service’s applicant tests, but he also got some of 

the highest scores they had ever seen, he is not like anyone else.” 

 

“Yea, I heard he gets his inventions from Martians.” 

 

Ignoring Colin’s comment, Hayes added, “Trainer Butkus says your bookworm is 

incredibly fit, ripped to the bone. He said he exercises in water for 15 minutes a 

day, without ever stepping foot into a gymnasium.”  
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“Maybe you boys can learn some new fitness tricks from him.” 

 

“Yeah, right,'' Colin sarcastically remarked as he flexed his arms like a bodybuilder, 

showing his impressive biceps.” 

 

“Put them puny little things away before you embarrass yourself! “Enormous 

Lemont, with arms more like tree trunks recommended. 

 

Hayes then added, “Nicola does not wear tight shirts, or walk around holding 

himself flexed up like you jugheads.” 

“You just can’t see his shape through his loose lab coats and always bulging 

pockets.” 

 

“Why did he even take the Service’s agent training?” Colin asked. 

 

“Once he learned the real objectives of Orphan, he started asking for missions.”  

“Like you, boys, I thought of him as some dorky dweeb.” 

“Fully assuming that lab coat jockey could never pass the Service’s rigorous 

physical requirements, I told him I could only send men on missions after they have 

passed the Secret Service’s agent training.” 

 “The boy called my bluff and nearly begged me to send him through training.” 

 

Hayes continued, “I figured he would not last the first day, running five miles in 

under forty minutes.” 

“Then he ran finished in under thirty minutes; only two other agents had ever done 

that before.” 

 

“Like me!” Colin replied. 

 

“We know.” 

“Boss, that was the four hundred and the eleventh time Colin has reminded us of 

that,” Lemont informed. 

 

 “Oh, Mr. President. I seem to have forgotten something.” 

“Do you recall Lemont’s five-mile time?” Colin asked while pointing at Lemont.  

 

“Shut up, Colin. I beat the requirement,” Lemont growled.  
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 “Oh yea, that’s right, now I remember. You beat it with a full second to spare.” 

 

“I did not waste my energy! I timed it that way!” 

“You know Boss,” (pointing at Colin) “he used to be a fine humble guy. He only 

became this insecure prima donna after he entered the music business.” 

 

Flexing his arms up in the air again, Colin asked (assuming a prima donna was some 

girl), “Does this look like some lady?!” 

 

“Yes, quite girly,” Aunt Jemima’s enormous son responded.  
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